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he last issue of the millennium is before you. But the articles inside are neither odes to the past nor glosses on the future.
They address the current work of the University.

The cover story takes a look at SCU's recent partnership with the Smithsonian Institution's Center for Materials Research and

8

Not With My Daughter, You Don't!

By Susan Fny. An SCU psychologist explores the

Education, out of which is coming a plethora of projects related to interdisciplinary studies, California history, and the needs of a

correlation between dating and self-esteem for
21st-century education.

adolescent girls.

Also featured is a report on a new study conducted by Counseling Psychology Assistant Professor Teri Quatman on the

Common Ground Found I
correlation between dating and self-esteem for adolescent girls. Quatman' s research shows how young women in America are
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By Tamara Straus. SCU has a new partner: the
Smithsonian Center for Mate rials Research and

grappling with such difficult subjects as peer pressure, career ambition, and romantic involvement.

Education. Together they ar e pursuing wh a t a
top-notch 21st-ce ntury e ducation will r equire.

Last, but not least, you will hear from several members of the Class of 2003, whose admission essays on faith and justice,
morality and experience are published here. Their words provide a window onto the philosophical interests of Santa Clara's

The New Voices of Santa Clara I

6

By Nichole Piche/, Miguel Legarreta, Charlene Abalos, Audrry

next generation.

Bilcz.o, and Jennifer Fan·is. Five incoming students share
their experi e nce of building values in a world of

We wish you a joyous millennia! celebration and a happy new year- and look forward to greeting you again in the spring of 2000 .

un even prosper ity , opportunity , and ch o ice .

The Staffof Santa Clara Magazine
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I Mission Matters I

Impressed by
Leavey School

walking wounded- specifically, stu-

the "diversity" lobby (see "The Future

dents were leaving eighth grade

Is Math," August rggg). As an alumnus, I believe that the University is

I enjoyed your article "Endowed
chairs raise Leavey School visibility"
(August rggg), but I was most

able to reorganize the program so

without any knowledge of Algebra.
Over the course of a decade , I was

impressed with the opening sentence :
"One fourth of Silicon Valley's fastest
growing companies is led by a Santa
Clar a graduate ."
It is no secret that technology and
the Internet have transformed the
business world and driven the U .S.
economy. But I think it is remarkable
to see who is leading these companies .
Barron's and Newsweek recently published

a report on careers in the

~Ist

century.

In that publication, they noted that
while investment banking and institu-

that the maste r ing of all arithmetic
skills was attained by fifth grade ,
Algebra introduced by sixth, and by
eighth grade, students were into the
second or third year of Algebra - or,
for the precocious, Pre-Calculus. My
SAT class scores soon rose to the ggth
percentile and all the students became
readily acquainted with Calculus.
However, a major problem became
evident. I had been using the "heretical" Saxon incremental approach under attack b ecause it did not
require an instructor to have expertise in a discipline. Thus what

tional money management continue

started out as a great breakthrough in

to be popular choices for Harvard,
Stanford, and Wharton MBAs, many

math mastery for students e nded

graduates are forfeiting the six-figure
salary on Wall Street to take a chance
with a start-up in Silicon Valley.

up a turf war for secure agendas by
teachers and administrators.
I do pray that David Sul may have
success . I am sure his students will try

Inte rnet o r not, the percentage of
companies that fail within the first

their best - but beware : don't try to
be too successful - lest you are pre-

three years remains. To see that SCU
alumn i are competing against the best

pared to pay the price.

within this "new paradigm" speaks vol-

B. M c NEILL
Spokane, Washington

umes about the quality of the Leavey
Business School as well as the skills and
abilities of Santa Clara alumni.
JIM CALLAHAN '9 5

San Fmncisco, California

CHARLES

'71

Diversity and political
correctness
astonished to find SCU pandering to

To

Future is Math" (August rggg) and

1970s, when I was a Catholic school
primary teacher, it became evident
that the math program was of the

dividends to students who want a
practical and worthwhile education.
Z OLTAN CHULAY MBA ' 9 4

ould you like a mechanism

into technology at the early, design

that would find where you had

phase. The institute, based in Palo

Davis, History and Women

laid personal items such as your car

Alto, is partnering with companies

Studies Professor Barbara Molony,

keys in your house? Or would you

such as Hewlett-Packard, Sun

rather have a scanner attached to

Microsystems, Xerox, and Compaq

Center for Science, Technology, and

your refrigerator that allows you to

and select universities around the

Society, are supporting the project at

scan the groceries you bring home so

country - including Santa Clara,

Santa Clara . Lee Hornberger, asso-

you will know what's inside without

MIT, Texas A&M , and Purdue. The

ciate dean of engineering, is the

opening the door?

goal is to take ideas from women who

administrative member of the lead-

are not necessarily gadget-driven and

ership team for the Virtual

eventually manufacture products

Development Center.

W

Redwood Ci!J, California

Low expectations of
minorities debatable

The new Virtual Development
Center involves women,
minorities, and the disabled in
product development.

and Jim Koch, director of the

based on those ideas .

Koch says that "some people
believe in technological determinism
or 'the tools make the rules.' This

Encouraging the study of advanced
subjects like Calculus is certainly a
laudable goal. Presupposing that anyone who is of African-American or
Latino heritage is subject to and
struggling against racism and low
expectations is not only debatable but
it also smacks of the proverbial "white
man' s burden."

If Santa Clara wants to designate
the east side of San Jose as their playground for charitable works, that' s
okay. But please don't drop in and
gr ace us with such condescending
labels. It is much more useful, helpful,
and intellectually honest to assume

MICHAEL]. ALVARADO

MBA

' 88

San]ose, California

OuR READERS

customer base.

project challenges that perspective,
giving people the opportunity to
That's a no-brainer for SCU

make choices about how we design

Computer Engineering Professor

technology. "

Ruth Davis, who is much more inter-

SCU President Paul Locatelli,

ested in being able to find her car

S.J . , '60 says the Vir tual Development

keys. "Give me a break," she says

Center fits in well with the University's

about the scanner. "Who wants to

mission. "IWT' s interdisciplinary

come home from the grocery store

approach is a perfect match for

and scan everything they put into the

SCU' s vision of offering an integrated

refrigerator?"

education that prepares ethical engi-

But no one is asking people like

neers who will make our information

Davis what innovations would

society a better place for all people , "

improve their lives. Instead, new

he says.
After Borg left Digital Equipment

product development is predominantly the purview of white men,

"The critical nature of engineer-

Corp . two years ago to found the

Davis says. And these days those men

ing, science, and technology to our

institute, she began talking with Davis

are typically between the ages of r8

future means that the broadest spec-

about her idea to involve women in

and 30 , the early adopters of tech-

trum of people have to be involved in

the design of technology.

nology who tend to favor gadgets with

influencing what is produced," says

lots of features over more practical

Borg, who is President Bill Clinton's

inventions, she notes.

I read with interest Susan Vogel's "The
it rekindled an exper ience of my own
in that arena. Beginning in the late

paying lip service to multiculturalism
may be the fad dujour and politically
correct, it provides very little in real

that young people in this part of town
can achieve anything they dream about.

After reading your latest issue , I am

Price of success

obligated to use its financial resources
to improve its core curriculum and
better its academic reputation. While

Technology needs a woman's touch

Anita Borg, founder of the Insti-

Borg says she chose Santa Clara
because of the combination of Davis'

appointee to the National Commis-

commitment and Koch's Center for

sion on the Advancement of Women

Science, Technology, and Society.
"Santa Clara is committed to inter-

tute for Women and Technology

and Minorities in Science, Engineer-

We welcome letters in response to articles. Please limit copy to 200 words. Address correspon ·

(IWT), wants to change that approach.

ing, and Technology. She says

disciplinary work," she says, adding

dence to the editor, Santa Clara Magazine, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA 95053-

She wants to create "virtual develop-

industry as well as democratic insti-

that she hopes the first year's successes

1505; fax: 408-554-5464; e-ma il: <SCMagazine@scu .edu >. We may edit letters fo r style,

ment centers" to plug women and

tutions will benefit from the input of

clarity, civility, and length.

other underrepresented groups

women, who represent half of the
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High rank again for SCU

Former SCU guard makes $100,000 contribution

I Mission

athletically," said Bronco

the fall of 1992 as a lit-

Bench Director Tom Zipse

then 5,600 high school students

H

applied for the approximately 1,000

tle-known point guard from

'74- "It also pays an everlast-

universities, SCU ranked second

freshmen spots. Annette Schmeling,

Victoria, British Columbia .

ing tribute to Jim Jennings."

admissions standards . In 1998, more

around 75 percent.

behind Creighton Univer sity in

RSCJ, dean of undergraduate admis-

But seven years later, as he pre-

Jennings has been involved

Omaha, which was ranked first

sions, explains: "The growth of

pares to enter his fourth NBA

with the men's basketball pro-

among Midwest regional universities.

Silicon Valley and the opportunities

season, Steve Nash ' 96 has

gram since 1975.

The Jesuit Catholic universities

it offers alumni as well as SCU's visi-

paved the way for another bas-

Loyola Marymount University and

bility as an outstanding liberal arts

ketball player to enjoy the same

at SCU, where he helped the

Gonzaga University were ranked

college has caused the increase in our

academic and athletic experi-

Broncos to a pair ofWest

Nash played from 1992-96

third and fourth , respectively, among

applicant pool." The University ,

ence he did as a Santa Clara

Coast Conference season

Western regional universities.

however, plans to keep its student

University student-athlete.

championships and three

population small, at approximately

In September, Nash

or the tenth consecutive year,

Santa Clara's reputation grows

4,200 undergraduate and 3 , 800

made a $100,000 contribu-

Santa Clara University was

so does the competitiveness of its

graduate students.

tion to the Bronco Bench Foundation

ship in his honor is a thrill. This is a

of the Phoenix Suns in 1996, Nash

to establish theJimJennings Basket-

great opportunity to give back to a

signed a six-year contract with the

ball Endowment, which is named in

place which meant so much to me."

Dallas Mavericks last season.

honor of Santa Clara's longtime,

Nash's contribution is the first step

go-year-old basketball administra-

in fully funding the scholarship

deal to the University," said Presi-

come up with innovations for the

tive assistant who graduated from

endowment, which is currently set

dent Paul Locatelli , S .J., '60. "He is

SCU in 1930.

at $6oo ,ooo.

It comes as no surprise that as

F

e came to Santa Clara in

Among all '40 Jesuit regional

Nationally, the retention rate is

ranked second among all regional
universities in the West by U.S. News&:

continued from page 3 - Technology needs a woman's touch

World Report magazine. In its annual
ranking of the "Best Colleges" in the

will encourage more investment and

U.S., the magazine gave SCU an

have colleges clamoring at her door.

Product designers typically try to

overall score that ranked it seventh in

"I hope it works so incredibly well

"house," Davis says, not the people

the entire country among the 504

they'll be throwing money at us ."

who live inside it. Current designs for

NCAA Tournament appearances. A first-round draft pick

"Anyone who has ever played bas-

"Steve's success has meant a great

a person of integrity who reflects

"Steve's experience points out

well the values of his Jesuit educa-

future houses are "remote control

ketball here lovesJimJennings," said

how valuable his Santa Clara experi-

tion in the care that he has shown

universities that offer a range of

held workshops on technology in

heavens," she says. "Technology for

Nash. "To be able to start a scholar-

ence was both academically and

toward others."

undergraduate programs, as well as

support of families- including one

families might be entirely different."

master's degrees. A large photograph

at Santa Clara -where women were

of the SCU campus was featured in

invited to suggest innovations that

devices may be key for women, Davis

the magazine article, with the cap-

would help them. Prototypes of the

adds, because "women tend to multi-

tion : "Santa Clara is one of the best

most promising ideas will then be

task a lot."

in the West."

developed - some as senior design or

regional universities - comprehensive

The Virtual Development Center

For example, voice-activated

Borg gives the example of disabled

honors projects- at the universities.

people who have to be innovative

relied on: academic reputation,

Later, it is hoped, industry will take

every day to be able to function in the

retention of students, faculty

the prototypes and develop them

world. Yet, she says, there is a reluc-

The magazine's overall ranking

resources, student selectivity, finan-

into products. Workshops will be

tance to encourage them to partici-

cial resources, and alumni giving.

held annually. If similar ideas come

pate. Borg would also like to expand

"The higher the proportion of fresh-

out of more than one workshop,

virtual development centers to small-

men who return to campus and com-

then universities might team up to

er, rural schools and historically black

plete their studies, the better a school

produce the prototypes.

is likely to be offering the classes and

colleges .

Davis says getting a woman's per-

services students need to succeed,"

spective on technology such as the

the magazine reported.

personal computer, for example,

Including a wide variety of people
is not only essential for a democracy
but will also give the United States a

might have had a major impact on

competitive advantage, she believes.

western regional universities in grad-

the final product. "The PC might be

"We need to bring the brilliance of

uation rate- 81 percent- and in

more family-oriented and not so

freshman retention rate - 92 percent.

isolating," she says.

SCU was ranked tops among all

I I
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I
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On September 10, just in time for

and times of Bronco sporting

page, with links to an archive of

the opening of the fall quarter,

events and faculty lectures.

press releases and a calendar of

SCU launched a redesigned Web

The site also displays a

site, the third since the

new architecture with improved
access to SCU's many home

served by the site. For the first

.....

~

Alumni will also be better

pages and a cleaner visual style,

time, there is a link from the

of technological advances of

which includes changing photo-

home page offering alumni infor-

the past few years. There is an

graphs of the Santa Clara campus.

improved "search" feature, which

---~

University events.

University went online in 1995.
The new site takes advantage

l.o:l

Students, who have become

mation on parent programs,
chapters and groups, events,

<a~ ...., ._, ,_, , ~ l !t=l:a i ~ I UI..l::tu l ~

c-·UU-1HOI.-...a...•oro. ..... , ... . , . -.. ,

, .. ....._ •

1

allows users to locate inform a-

increasingly reliant on the lnter-

and other activities.

tion on anything from the latest

net to communicate with their

invention of the SCREEM (Santa

classmates and professors, will

complex content into clearly

Clara Remote Extreme Environ-

now find it easier to keep abreast

defined categories, and provides

"SCU's new site organizes its

1

During Its first week, the new Site
rece1ved a whoppmg 40,000 h1ts

ment Mechanisms) Lab and the

of campus events, as the site

content collections assembled

webmaster who did the redesign.

different kinds of communities into

current programs of the

features an "SCU News and lnfor-

for the site's many audiences,"

Check out the new site:

the pot of ideas."

Eastside Project, to the dates

mation" section on the home

said Brian Washburn, SCU's new

<www.scu.edu>.

- SusanFrry
4
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Malley Center opens, thanks to alumni aid
Wthout alum,ni and friends of SCU

Brent Jones '85 , and his wife,

athletics, the $8 .8 million Pat Malley

Dana '86. Also unveiled at

Fitness and Recreation Center would

the ceremony was an inter-

still be an idea on a drawing board.

active video kiosk, which

Where the IPO professional must go

I

t used to be that companies

will benefit from the program,"

then take the exam in one of 31

offered stock options to their

says Clem.

U.S . cities and foreign locations,

senior partners only, but today-

The institute is currently sup-

including Hong Kong, the Bahamas,
or England.

The center opened on September 15,

directs visitors to Malley

with the almost ubiquitous presence

thanks to the long involvement of SCU

Center activities.

of start-up firms -stock options and

U.S . accounting firms and it counts

'We can truly call ourselves a

equity plans are commonplace. It is

among its advisory board members

global organization," says Clem.

alumni, particularly former athletes.
Named after the late SCU football
coach Pat Malley, the center has

Alumni may join the
Malley Center for $150 per

not unusual for the secretary or jani-

such well-respected business exec-

"The institute is unique to SCU in

quarter or $400 per year.

tor of a new computer company to
own a few shares.

utives as Marilyn Perkins, princi-

how we deliver education to our

pal, Salomon Smith Barney, and

students. We offer review courses

Edward Burmeister, partner, Baker

through audio-conferences, sample

lawyers, accountants, and adminis-

& McKenzie, as well as represen-

trators who keep track of equity plans?

tatives from Starbucks, PeopleSoft,

exams on the Web, and are exploring
other new and cost effective materials

Lots of work and many gray areas.

E*Trade, and PaineWebber.

distribution and testing strategies."

approximately $400,000 worth of

But what does this mean for the

exercise equipment, including 44
cardiovascular machines and a 2,100square-foot multi-purpose room, as

Gift finds place in University Archives

well as locker r oom saunas, three full

"Stock plan developers and

basketball courts, indoor and out-

I s summer, the University's archives got the kind

door lounge areas, and new offices

of gift that boosts its collection, especially in light of the

for expanded recreation and wellness

upcoming sesquicentennial celebration.

programs.
Daily attendance of SCU students,

Nancy Martin an d her mother, Elizabeth Free,
turned ove r to the archives a 150-year-old-plus book,

staff, faculty, and alumni at the

which had been given to Nancy's great-grandfather,

44, 000-square-foot fitness center

Charles Martin, who was part of Santa Clara College's

is averaging about 1,200 per day.
Among the numerous alumni

first class and eventually became mayor of San Jose.
The book, Familiar Instructions in the Faith and

involved in the creation of the center

Morality of the Catholic Church (1845] , was given to

is Gary J. Filizetti '67 MBA '69, a
former Bronco football player who
served as the project's general contractor. Filizetti is president of
Devcon, Inc. ofMilpitas . Devcon's
manager for the project was another

Charles in recognition of his first-place performance in
catechism class. It, along with a letter from one of the college's first math and science teachers,
B. J. Reid, has special significance not only to the University but to the Martin family, whose
Santa Clara tradition is as long as the University itself. Since 1851, at least one member of
every generation of the Martin family has attended SCU.
In anticipation of the 150th anniversary, University Archives is seeking personal

damental knowledge in equity
compensation," explains Mark Clem,
director of the Certified Equity
Professional Institute ( CEPI),
which makes its home at SCU's
Executive Development Center. "So
in 1989 a group of attorneys,
accountants , and other equity comalumni Cheryl Breetwor [MBA '72]

John Ottoboni '6g, a SanJose
lawyer and Board of Trustees member

organizations; photographs from the 1920s, 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s of student life; and

A highlight of the ceremony was
the unveiling of the Malley mural:
three 74-inch-by-56-inch photo
montages of the coach silk-screened
on blue glass . The mural was donated
by another Bronco, former 49er

6

Professor Atulya Sarin and Accounting Department Chair Suzanne
Luttman provide academic support
through their role on the advisory

recognition for people who were

offers the most comprehensive cur-

served as the Executive Development
Center's managing partner.

administering these plans; and 2) a

riculum in the profession. CEPI
candidates focus on five core disciplines: securities law, accounting,

Back in 1989, Clem explains,

taxation , plan administration, and

CEPI from its early years, when he

Another aspect of the CEPI -Santa
Clara synergy arises from CEPI' s
financial success . The institute,

what CEPI' s founders discovered was

reporting and compliance issues. To

through its substantial but not extra-

that there was no comprehensive

earn certification they must pass a

source of information, or even a

series of four-hour exams that range

ordinary fees ($665-835 per exam,
depending on the level) is able to give

certification program available,

in difficulty from basic to advanced.

related to the administration of

Another reason CEPI has had so

$IOO,OOO a year to research fund-

much success is that it is a self-study

WOMEN ON CAMPUS

stock plans .
Now, ten years later, CEPI is the

ing at the Leavey School of Business.
"This means," Clem points out,

program . Candidates (who now

"that CEPI is providing both the

These materials could include photographs, letters, and reminiscences of: women who attended

premier institute for equity profes-

number between 600 and 700

industry standard for equity profes-

evening classes during World War II; veterans' wives living in the Veterans Village; O'Connor

sional certification. "Every compa-

annually) can study anywhere and

medals and awards given to students at commencement.

served as MC at the dedication ceremonies on October 8.

tions of CEPI, and Associate Finance

Dean Barry Posner was involved in

cally identifies thematic materials that would fill the gaps in the archival collections.

diaries or journals kept by students; reminiscences of life on campus; files or papers of student

is involved in the day-to-day opera-

there was a need for two things : I)

that relate to the themes "Student Life" and "Women on Campus." The following more specifi-

These materials could include: letters sent by students to relatives and friends while at school;

'74 MBA '81, managing partner of
the Executive Development Center ,

board . Leavey School of Business

Filizetti-McPherson Weight Room was

San Francisco 49ers ' assistant coach.

from Santa Clara. Larry Robertson

CEPI' s ability to attract this

and education."

STUDENT LIFE

"CEPI is providing both
the industry standard for
equity professional
certification and giving
back to the field in the
form of grants for
scholarship and research."

impressive roster of corporate support
has stemmed from the fact that it

and Joe Maglione ['78] -decided

papers of longtime faculty members from the 19th and early 20th centuries, and materials

named in honor of Filizetti' s father,

much of its professional strength

pensation professionals - including

Malley , Andy Schatzman '83 . The

John, and Bill McPherson '54 , the

Clem also notes that CEPI gets

administrators alike must have fun-

form of professional certification

Bronco football player coached by

ported by four out of the five major

Nursing students; women Law School students in the late 1950s and early 1960s; and women
undergraduate students in the 1960s.

sional certification and giving back

ny that offers stock options employs

to the field in the form of grants for

or outsources to individuals who

scholarship and research."

If you or someone you know owns related materials, and is interested in donating them to University Archives,
please contact University Archivist Anne McMahon at 408-554-411? or at <amcmahon@scu.edu>.
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[By Susan Frey]
he working title of Teri Quatman' s research report - "Not
With My Daughter, You Don't!"- conjures up an image of
a shotgun-slinging father blocking a wide-eyed teenage boy
from entering his home , while the man's rebellious daughter wails and pounds on her locked bedroom door. \) Mter
reading the results of the counseling psychology professor's
research, more fathers may be headed to the local sporting
goods store. Although dating is a normal and essential part
of growing up, Quatman and her team of three graduate
students discovered that adolescent boys and girls who date more than once or twice a month suffer poorer grades, lack academic motivation, and exhibit more symptoms of depression than their
less popular classmates. They also have poorer relations with their families, even if their fathers
don't resort to draconian measures. \) "Romance for these adolescents is more compelling than
study," Quatman says. "While the presence of one's romantic target may in fact be distracting, the
absence of this person appears to be distracting as well. The net result appears to be a disturbance
in both short-term and long-term commitment to acade-

Kindra Sampson M.A. ' g8, Cindi Robinson M.A.'g8,

mic and career pursuits."

and Cary Watson M.A.'g8- divided the adolescents into

Although earlier researchers have reported that girls

those who dated one-on-one fairly often (having a

are more vulnerable to emotional upset, Quatman' s

"steady," or dating more than once or twice a month)

research found the effects were similar for both sexes .

and those who did not date very much (less than once or

"It appears that involvement in other-sexed relationships is an equal opportunity disrupter," she quips.

twice a month). In the latter category, the teenagers were
asked whether infrequent dating was "OK with me" or "I

Frequent and steady dating also creates a "motiva-

wish I could date more often." About 41 percent of the

tional anorexia," Quatman says. "Involved daters lose

group considered themselves frequent daters. As they

their natural appetite for the challenges and rewards that

grew older, this group grew from 30 percent of eighth

learning would ordinarily provide."

graders to 63 percent of 12th graders .
The real winners turned out to be the students whose

na

01 ~ sceat

.

infrequent dating was "0 K with me." They also felt the

unaersta nd 1ng

Since the 1950s, researchers have confirmed the impor-

most supported by their families and enjoyed higher
self-esteem than those who wished they could date

tance of dating in our culture as the practice ground for

more. The frequent daters came out ahead in only one

permanent, enduring relationships and marriages.

way: both they and their peers agreed that the regular

One-on -one relating with members of the opposite sex

daters were more popular.

is among the most crucial and most difficult tasks of
adolescence. Yet, Quatman admits, our understanding
of these dating relationships is "far from well-developed
-one might say, adolescent."

The strongest impact of dating was on grades. Grade

To gain some understanding, Quatman and 12 grad-

point averages differed by more than a quarter of a point

uate student assistants surveyed 545 ethnically diverse

-"a decr ement which in some contexts would mean the

Bay Area adolescents in eighth, roth, and 12th grades.

difference between admission to or rejection from a

The surveys were collected as part of a larger program of

college of choice, " Quatman notes.

research on factors influencing adolescent develop-

She then poses the chicken-or-the-egg question.

ment. Quatman and three of her graduate students -

"Are lower-achieving students drawn more consistently
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Brightness no longer a bane

[Not With My Daughter, You Don't!]

"They have a harder time being self-reliant and suc-

True or false? High-

letic, attractive, or popular. They'll settle for just being smart. Eighth

ernie pursuits , or are students' educational inter ests

cessful out in the world, " she says. The lack of social

achieving female stu-

grade boys, in particular, show high levels of self-esteem. Girls' self-

compromised post hoc by their dating involvements?"

experience limits them. "They' re afraid to go to a junior

Because standardized test scores - which tend to reflect
cumulative l<nowledge - showed only a small difference

toward dating because of their disengagement with acad-

dents are likely to be

esteem, on the other hand, plummets in eighth grade and continues to
hover well below boys' through the end of high school.

college campus or interview for jobs. They are less confi-

unattractive, unpopular, and doomed to die

dent, and that can affect their long-term success.

earlier than their dumb-

are less depressed," Ouatman says. "Their depression is on a level with
the average-achieving boys." Boys have higher,self·esteem compared to
girls in areas of home and fam ily, attractiveness, athleticism, personal

between frequent and infrequent daters (the frequent

"People who are more isolated tend to get into more

er, prettier classmates.

daters averaged eight percentile points lower) , Quatman

trouble and have more problems- whether drugs and

As absurd as this

is inclined to believe that dating is the culprit.

alcohol, criminal activity, or lack of a job," Krause says.

Watson is less sure. "It's hard to know what comes

The best experience , she believes, is group dating,

first , " she says. "Are they dat-

which is more popular these

ing because they' re not get-

days than in the past. "The

ting what they need at home

emotionally healthy kids are

or school?"

involved in group dating," she

Robinson believes the prob-

says. "They have more balanced
friendships with both sexes."

lem may be a result of social val-

Qj.atman (/eft)
and Christine
Gerlach M.A. '97
anaJyze their data.

may sound today, sur-

security, and personal efficacy. Girls have higher self-esteem in none of

veys

conducted by

the research areas. They came out ahead of the boys in only one way :

psychologists 25 years

they were more conscientious about their studies. That, of course, could

ago reveal these nega·

be because they feel less confident, Ouatman says.

tive attitudes toward academically successful female stu-

"The rules are far more prescribed with girls," Ouatman says. "There is

dents. One of those high-achieving students- Counseling

less latitude than for boys, though the terrain does appear to be shifting."
Ouatman and her team will continue to study these issues. Th.ough for now,

Psychology Assistant Professor Teri Ouatman -felt com1

pelled to see if times had changed. She decided to find out

adolescent counterparts. The burden of having to appear to be different in any

the relatively gifted girls of her era did. "Do they have to conceal being bright

way from who we are (ever if it means appearing less smart) is a heavy and

the way we did? Do they have to 'dumb down' to be

awkward one to bear. Each 'of us could, in her own way, attest to that."

~~cepted?"

The students Krause sees

aging younger adolescents to

are adolescents who are not

seek appr oval by dating.
"With dual-income fami-

high school. With these stu-

lies , parents and children have

dents , frequent dating means

less time together," Robinson

twice a week. She agrees with

lescents which of their academic successes - including grades -they

says . Their research findings

Quatman that adolescents who

would share with their friends. The researchers discovered that all girls,

indicate that "adolescents may

have "heavy duty exclusive rela-

including high-achieving ones, were more willing than most boys t.o dis-

be looking for relationships outside the home to com-

tionships " don't support each other academically.

pensate for lost elements in family relationships."

"School seems to be secondary."

close academic successes. Only high-achieving boys were willing to
reveal their academic prowess.

Happily, and to Ouatman's relief, opinions appear to have changed .
Today's teenagers- especially girls- have fewer biases to contend with
and are more willing to admit they are smart.
Ouatman and student researchers Connie Swanson and Christine
Gerlach teased this information from their subjects by asking 545 ado-

To determine whether girls face negative social repercussions because

Chicken-and-egg questions are the "nature of this

Krause has seen girls turn their lives around when

kind of research, " Watson says. "It would be ideal if we

they dropped the steady boyfriend. "When girls in highdrama relationships focus on themselves and their goals,

Karin Smith M.A. '98 asked students to rate hypothetical smart, talented,

they become more motivated," she says.

prise, being smart was viewed as a desirable trait- particularly for girls.

could start watching these kids when they start kindergarten and follow them through. "
Then the question becomes: "What should a caring
parent (who doesn't own a shotgun) do? " Quatman and

But, she adds, the boys "usually crumble and then go
on to another girlfriend."

her team have no ready, researched answer for that one.

as Ouatman put it, 'We are breathing a collective sigh of relief for our younger

if modern girls suffer the kinds of spcial repercussions that

ues that have changed, encour-

surviving in the traditional

"Girls who are higher achieving appear to have higher self-esteem and

they are smart, Ouatman and student researchers Liz Sokolik M.A. '99 and
and leadership-oriented adolescent girls and boys. To the researchers' surAlthough these results are encouraging, not all the researchers' findings have been positive for adolescent girls. While most girls consider it
highly important to be smart, athletic, attractive, and popular, most also
feel they fall short of the mark on all counts.

e ~fn py ride

" Gosh, should we lock them all up?" Watson quips .

Boys, on the other hand, worry far less if they're not particularly ath·

Mike Gallagher ' 87 C'94 M.A. counseling, '97 M.A. educational administration), principal of Joaquin Miller
Tanya Krause, who has been counseling adolescents for

Middle School in Cupertino , agrees with Krause that

12 years, has a more practical answer. Krause, who

group dating is healthy. "The higher-achieving kids tend

earned her master's in counseling psychology from Santa

to move around in packs," says Gallagher, former associ-

Adolescents who date one-on-one are willing to take

Clara in 1994 , works as a counselor at Ark Alternative

ate principal at Independence High School in SanJose.

High School in Santa Cruz. She believes dating is not a

But, he says, those kids who are dating one-on-one

emotional risks, he says. Group dating, he notes, is much
safer. Often those risk takers are more successful in other

problem if parents have good family values.

arenas such as sports or student government. "My guess

a child who is maturing quickly, they really can't change

would be risk takers who make it to college tend to be

who she or he is. He quotes the advice a former colleague
gives to parents of incoming high school freshmen.
"Fasten your seat belts , " he says.

"They are more at ease with people and can build good

leaders, " Gallagher says. Those who are academically

Although she is not surprised that one-on-one dat-

relationships. That is helpful later in life in business and

strong but more reluctant to take social risks might be

ing leads to lower grades and less interest in school, she

with their families .
"People tend to want kids to fit into a box," Gallagher

high-achieving engineers but not the CEO , or great

they go out, then it's not a big issue," she says.

says she is more concerned about kids who are isolated
and don't socialize at all.
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Although parents can support and encourage their
children in academic pursuits, Gallagher says if they have

"They just might be maturing more quickly, " he says.

may also do well in the long run.

"If the teenagers have to do their homework before

number of CEOs . "

says. "They measure kids' success in limited ways ."
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teachers but not the principal, he says.
"On the other hand," he notes, "there are a finite
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Susan Frry is editor oJBandwidth andEt al., SCU's engineering and
law school magazines.
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In the fall
of 1998 the
Smithsonian
Center for
Materials
Research and
Education, a research division of the
Smithsonian Institution chose SCU
to pursue projects on California's
heritage and interdisciplinary education. Oneyear later, the partnership
is bearingfruit.
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ed Santa Clara to become a partner on several

Mission San Antonio de Padua or

a push toward specialization

interdisciplinary projects that will stretch across

Mission Monterey, where master

in academia and industry.

the next decade.

potters from Mexico were known to

"We found a university where a large seg-

have worked.

over, you hear people say,

ment of the faculty shared our views of what

and in ascent seems to be the

should be done," says Ronald Bishop, coordi-

ter-of-fact tone . "Pottery is fragile

person who has "niche" knowledge- who has

nator for research and a senior archaeologist at

and the road from San Antonio to

carved out a small corner in his or her field.

SCMRE. "There seemed to be a dedication to

Santa Clara is long and bumpy, espe-

"Look," says Skowronek in a mat-

Yet at Santa Clara - and liberal arts colleges

an integrated education- and not just in the

cially during the colonial era. It is

across the U.S.- a reappraisal of specialization

papers Father Locatelli writes for the trustees

very possible that Mission San

is gaining speed and with it a new concept of

and the board - but in the words and deeds of

Antonio served as a trade school and

21st century education: integrated knowledge.

the administration and faculty."

that craftsmen went there to learn

Academics and scholars like President Paul

At a summer archaeological workshop for

Locatelli, S.J.,'6o are arguing for a learning

social and natural science professors at SCU,

environment that enables students to gain

Bishop said there is a state of confusion about

expertise in one area but also to make connec-

interdisciplinary research and, at the same

pottery and then came back to their

Russell Skowronek
(/eft) and Ronald
Bishop examine a
pottery shard at
SCU's Archaeology
Research Lab.

UNEARTHING CALIFORNIA'S PAST

own missions with the skills necessary
to produce the objects. This is an important

Bishop's project with Skowronek and the

distinction ," he adds emphatically. "It says a

summer faculty workshop are only the begin-

lot about trade, craftsmanship, market eco-

tions between the disciplines and their own

time, an awareness that it is absolutely neces-

experience. One might say that the ideal of the

sary for creative, innovative work. Bishop

generalist is coming back, but this time it is for

epitomizes interdisciplinary scholarship. As a

the age of the Information Revolution and

Smithsonian archaeologist, he works with

the University archaeologist and director of

Although there is no evidence as yet of a

multiculturalism, when barriers between forms

chemists, mathematicians, anthropologists,

SCU's Archaeology Research Lab, is out to

kiln on campus, which would confirm his the-

of knowledge are rapidly dissolving.

historians, and physicists to solve, for exam-

disprove a long-held thesis about northern

sis, Skowronek and his research assistants,

ple, the pieces of a puzzle presented in a

California colonial economics. He believes

notably Sarah Ginn '99, have spent long

Santa Clara is not alone in its progressive

1

N

ince the 1960s there has been

The day of the "generalist" is

12

A

ning of a series of programs initiated by the

nomics, and the very traditions of mission-era

SOU-Smithsonian partnership. Skowronek,

Americans."

approach to the needs of a 21st-century educa-

Mayan city buried from view for centuries

that the pieces of ceramics found on

hours analyzing the shards to determine their

tion. In line with its plans is a unit of one of

or- as is the case in a project he is working

University grounds, which date to the period

origin. But this is a difficult process, requir-

the United States' most prestigious institutions:

on with SCU Associate Professor of

of California's missionization (1769-1836),

ing hours of comparative study, and made

the Smithsonian Center for Materials Research

Anthropology Russell Skowronek- the origins

were likely made at Santa Clara de Asis rather

more arduous by the lack of high-tech equip-

and Education (SCMRE), which recently invit-

of clay vessel shards found on campus.

than transported from the pottery centers at

ment at SCU's lab.
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ARCHAEOLOGY MEETS CHEMISTRY

Eventually, a database of how these objects were

This is where Bishop and the Smithsonian

created and disseminated will be made public.
"What we're looking at here is the clash of

come in . Over the summer Ginn went to the

traditions ," says Bishop with the intellectual

Williams , Garcia' s partner on the project who

Smithsonian Center for Materials Research and

intensity that is his trademark. "How one tradi-

is the education coordinator and senior furni -

ing communities that emphasize community

Education in Maryland on a Farrington

tion impacts another. Before the founding of

ture conservator at SCMRE. "In analyzing the

values and offer linked classes . One part of the

Historical Foundation grant to work with

the missions beginning in 1769, you had a

construction of an altar or a painting or a

Bishop and his team on the first phase of the

Native American tradition of basket-making.

chair, we'll communicate to the students the

plan is to provide 240 freshmen, newly departed from their families and homes, a place to

pottery analysis. Ginn, a combined sciences

But the tradition of the dominant group there-

properties of materials and sneak in chemical

develop their cornrnunitarian instincts as well as

major with a minor in anthropology, found the

after, the missionaries , was a pottery- making
one. This was a dramatic shift in cultural evolu-

and physical science ."
Williams' enthusiasm for interdisciplinary

their academic ones. That place will be Campisi

atmosphere at the Smithsonian "overwhelming

tion. And the question now is how independent

curricular development sterns from experience.

the most exciting part of the

these missions became from one another before

He says that lesson plans in which students
study the manufacture or deterioration of an

internship was the quickness

the Gold Rush changed the economics of the

with which the team was able to

area once again."

"At SCU we had to test each

object make chemistry and physics come alive.
"At the end," he explains, "the students are

PARTNERSHIPS FOR
INTERDISCIPLINARY EDUCATION

Ginn explains. "At SCMRE we

Beginning next year , Santa Clara will integrate incoming freshmen into residential

Hall. And the interdisciplinary classes they take
will examine ancient and contemporary models
of community, the formation of culture in art
and archaeology, and the chemical composition
of objects, among other subjects.
This interests SCMRE because it chimes with

surprised how much science they've learned

their belief that learning, knowledge, and infor-

because they didn't even realize they were sup-

mation should not be compartmentalized. "You

posed to be learning science - which is exactly

know, the isolation of knowledge is a very mod-

used a nuclear reactor that

Bishop's workshop publicly launched

what I want." Yet he adds , disgruntled:

ern invention ," says Williams, referring to the

allowed us to determine a

Skowronek's mission-made ceramics project but
it also served as the beginning point of several

"Science is taught so poorly in many parts of
the U.S . that stude nts don't know the differ-

ancient Greeks' belief in the connection of all

shard's chemical makeup. By
counting the gamma rays emitted as a result of nuclear reac-

other SCU -Smithsonian initiatives. In the works

ence between a sidewalk and a hole in the

raise generation after generation that can't inte-

is a new course for non-science majors that will

ground . This is intolerable."

grate knowledge."

tions, we were able to deter-

teach the fundamentals of chemistry through

BEYOND ACADEMIC PROBLEM SOLVING

DREAMING BIG AND SMALL
Achaeological and historical research. A

mine many elemental constituents in the pot-

archaeological study. It epitomizes the integrated

tery. The use of this data will be a great advance

educational approach, for it combines two disci-

in the study of mission pottery production. "

ideas. 'We must realize that it is problematic to

plines that connect to each other in fascinating

williams, of course, is not alone in his belief

ways. After all, Skowronek's archaeological thesis

that much of the American educational system is

cutting-edge science course. Curricular inno-

the results they have achieved. From the infor-

about Santa Clara pottery is unprovable without

failing its students. But the problems- as every

vation. And the development of residential

mation obtained, they have evidence that most

chemical analysis. Assistant Chemistry Professor

political pundit, high school principal, and

learning communities founded on community

of the Santa Clara ceramics have elemental

John Thoburn, who is developing the course
with SCMRE , plans "to attract non-science stu-

youth counselor know - are not solely academic.

values and interdisciplinary knowledge. Within

compositions that are different from the samples found at Mission San Antonio.

dents - the kind turned off by test tubes and the

So far Skowronek and Ginn are pleased with

But the research process has just begun.

They stem from crises of community, philoso -

Over the next two to five years, Skowronek and

of chemistry.
Another related interdisciplinary project

of ceramics from the northern California mis-

involves the Division of Counseling Psychology

sions to see how they compare with those found

and Education. Associate Professor Sara Garcia,

a mere year Santa Clara and the Smithsonian
have launched a full hand of collaborative pro-

c

lab ," as he puts it, and draw them into the field

SCMRE scientists will investigate a wide sample
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jects. But how long will it take to accomplish
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these ambitions?
"We don't have an endpoint to the

T

Williams while examining an intricately

Smithsonian- Santa Clara relationship , " says
designed rgth-century bureau from the de

on campus. Ginn will give a public lecture in

who is also CP&E 's director of teacher educa-

December at the Santa Clara County Archaeo-

tion and an expert in bilingual education, will

Besides initiatives that involve Santa Clara faculty and student development,

logical Society based on further findings, and

work with SCMRE staff to develop elementary

SCMRE has joined forces with the de Saisset Museum and University Archives to

can dream big and dream small and explore a

an exhibit will be shown at the de Saisset

and high school curricula that integrate science

explore the history ofthe California Mission Period (1769-1836). After collabo-

lot of things we wouldn't ordinarily have the

Museum in 2001, displaying the research

and art through the study of Latino artifacts,

rating on the show "A Closer look at Santos," SCMRE and the de Saisset have four

opportunity to accomplish on our own."

results. The departments of history and modern

such as the veneration art that was recently

exhibits in the works, including a 2000-01 show devoted to the Santa Clara pot-

Williams turns back to the bureau, which like

languages are also involved. History Professor

exhibited at the de Saisset Museum. Garcia's

tery archaeology project; a fall 2001 exhibit, "Preserving Personal Heritage," that

the SCU -SCMRE partnership is the product of

Robert Senkewicz plans to explore the historical

idea- and SCMRE's- is to create educational

will explore the personal histories of California families; and a show set for the

collaboration. "This is amazing," he says. "It's

background of the craftsmanship and trade of

modules that will allow Latino and non- Latino

fall of 2002 that will display the museum's collection of furniture. In December

the product of at least three different genera-

the ceramic vessels. And Associate Professor of

students to become knowledgeable about a U.S.

2000, University Archives and SCMRE archival experts will also hold a workshop

tions of craftsmen. "

Modern Languages Rose Marie Beebe will

ethnic group while gaining competency in sci-

at SCU to instruct staff from other missions, universities, and nonprofits on doc-

ence. Garcia will use her graduate students at

ument preservation and the archival process.

research the texts of the period, particularly

The

Pueblo Papers, in search of documentary evidence.

1

another SCMRE - SCU project comes into

and exhilarating." But , for her ,

sample for individual results, "

14

phy, and spirituality as well, which is where

have used throughout history," explains Don

get results.

At the lab: Sarah
Ginn '99 spent
herfirst post-grad
summer as an
SCMRE intern.

"The curriculum will be based on understanding and manipulating materials that artists
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Tamara Straus is acting editor oJSanta Clara

SCU to formulate and test the lesson plans.
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her everywhere. At the end of the line was Tom, a tall man who always snuck away to smoke cigarettes , which stained
his fingers yellow. He'll talk but only if someone else initiates the conversation.
Every morning at 8 a .m. , we took our stations and began building Mother Boards. I sat next to Gloria, who turned
to me and whispered, "I like you. You're my favorite . Guess what? I'm going shopping today at Cost Cutter." We had
this conversation at least twice a day.
Suddenly, Chevalier belched, and quickly excused himself. Virgil, delighted with the sound, mimicked him.
"I heard that!" Evelyn exclaimed. "And it was very rude ."
Virgil laughed his famous giggle , and the boards progressed down the line . All ran smoothly, until Evelyn ran
into a problem.
"We're gonna have a fight yet today, you and me," she announced to the uncooperative screwdriver or wire.
"I heard that, Evelyn," Chevalier
said proudly.
"I wasn't talking to you, Chevy,"
she coolly pointed out. Then she
turned to me and asked, 'Young
lady, could you come help me?"
As I fixed whatever was wrong,
we talked about what she needed to
do after work, or her hair, which
she hoped would someday be as
long as mine .
When I returned to my station,
Gloria was waving her arms excitedly and pointing proudly to the

very generation ofyouth has its defining characteristics. The World War II generation were builders, patriots, and

finished circuit board sitting in
front of her. Then Chevalier

believers in the American Dream. The Sixties generation, on the other hand, often worked in defiance of their parents'

burped , and the cycle began again,

values. Thry questioned the extensiveness ofthe Dream and protested for civil and women 's rights- but, as thry aged,

with Carol and Tom smiling and

ma'!Y returned to the cultural aspirations of their parents. Much has been made of the lack of identifiable values of the

taking in the scene.

current generation ofAmericanyouth. Are thry slackers, made apathetic ~ corporate culture and the ease ofthe economic boom? Or

It is often said that these target-

are thry careerists, in breathless pursuit of monry and fame? One answer is that thry are all ofthe above. An often overlooked chapter

ed workers have no use or place in

in the currentyouth generation 's tome is their quest for values in a world of uneven prosperi!J, opportuni!J, and choice. The following

society other than as recipients of
care and sympathy. From igno-

five application eSSC!)JS ~ incomingfreshman ofSCU's Class of 2003 reflect this search for a core philosopl]y of life. Thry show that

rance, I bought into this stereotype

the next generation ofAmericans and Santa Clarans mC!Y not be so "2)'Sterious after all.

- until experience taught me that

D

they are people, just like you and
me, with hopes, dreams, fears, and
uring the summer I worked for a company called Current Industries ,

feelings. They are hurt when they

where I put together circuit boards and wire harnesses. What made this

hear degrading comments about the

experience unusual was that Current Industries is a sheltered workshop for

Nichole
Piche I:
Never fear
what is
different

jokes. They encourage one another in everything, and always have a

disabilities run the gauntlet from Down's syndrome to head injuries resulting
from car accidents. Yet, there is a common thread that ties them all: they are

hug for someone in need of support.
My experience at Current Industries taught me more than I could

beautiful, engaged people.

have learned in a year at any university. Chevalier taught me that some-

The company is composed of self-directed work teams , with each team building

1

times you need to have enough self-confidence to burp and not care

specific product lines. My team made the largest circuit boards, called Mother

what others think. Evelyn taught me it is always better to say what's on

Boards. Several amazing people worked on the assembly line for Mother Boards,

your mind than hold it in. Gloria showed me that kindness is one of

starting with Chevalier, an Mrican -American man with Down's syndrome. Evelyn,

the most powerful human emotions, and Carol and Tom taught me

probably in her 30's, sat next to him and she was a non-stop talker. Next on the

the value of silence. I think Virgil gave me the most important lesson of

line was Carol, who can stuff parts into a board faster than anyone on earth , but
who never says a word. Following her was Virgil, always clad in camouflage and

all: never be afraid to laugh, especially at yourself. These people taught
me compassion for others, and provided me with a deeper under-

laughing his high-pitched "hee-hee-hee. " Next was Gloria, who never spoke loud-

standing of humankind. More importantly, they taught me not to fear

er than a whisper and always had one hand clutching a handkerchief she took with
ii6

handicapped, and they laugh at

developmentally disabled people , or "targeted" workers , as they are called. Their
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corrupt regime was exposed, the Mexican economy col-

brothers and sisters, but the program director told us she actually lived

lapsed, and my father's business began to suffer. Within a

with her grandmother in the Fillmore district of San Francisco. I

year, my father had to sell out; my mom's company also

could not decipher why someone so young could be so violent and

suffered, but was not in great danger.

manipulative. Then one Tuesday afternoon I found out. I sat myself

At first my father was to come to California alone, but

next to Niejama during study hall.
"Hey there, do you need help with your math homework?" I said.
She nodded.

I convinced them that we should come together as a
family. "My brothers and I need both of our parents," I

Miguel
Legarreta:
En el otro lado

said, "and we need a chance for a good education."

As every minute passed, Niejama concentrated less and less on her

Now five years later, the five of us sleep in one bed-

homework. She found different excuses to take a break: she needed to
blow her nose, or go to the bathroom, or Hx her hair, or stretch.

room in a house in east San Jose, sharing living space with
my mom's parents, brother, and sister. In Mexico I had

Twenty minutes passed; only two problems were solved. I felt myself on

my own room in a nice house that my parents built. Now

the verge of impatience, but I remained controlled. I advised her to

my dad works as an assembler and janitor and my mom

put her work away and talk a bit. I was ready to begin the conversation,
but she beat me to it.

cleans houses and helps my father with his janitorial job.

M

They work I2 hours a day, which means that my brother
om, I want to go to California. I

and I see them only one or two hours daily, except on

want to go to school on el otro lado
(the other side). "O.K. Miguelito," my mother

Saturday, our family day.
As for me, I want to make it here, to attend college, to

replied. "But you have to promise that you are going to

become a computer engineer. My parents gave up every-

take advantage of the opportunity. Your father and I are

thing for my brothers and me, so I must keep my promise. ·

going to have it tough up in California."

I must honor my parents with good grades and responsible

I knew my mom meant these words, told to me six
years ago inJulimes, Chihuahua, Mexico, a small town

behavior. I must take advantage of every opportunity.
Every day I think of my parents. What might they have

"I really like it here," she said. "People really care about you. At my
school, no one gives a crap about anyone but themselves - even the teachers."
"What do you mean?" I asked.
"I mean, no one checks up on you or helps you when you have a problem. Most of the time, I can't even concentrate
because my school doesn't have walls between the classrooms- only dividers. No one pays any attention to me there."
"So, you just want attention?" I inquired.
"Sort of."
"Do you think you get that by lying and hurting other people?"
"I guess so. When I

on the high desert. Julimes is known for its hot springs

done if they were born in America? With their strong love

and alfalfa crops. I loved growing up there with my par-

and work ethic, their lives and mine might be much dif-

ents, little brothers Edgar and Eber, and many relatives

ferent. Instead we all sleep side by side in a small room,

nearby. My parents held important jobs inJulimes:
dad owned an auto parts business, and my mom ran a

talking and laughing, sharing stories of Mexico.
Sometimes I am the last awake, listening to my parents

from my parents, my

Two years ago the members of

poems in their own likenesses.

credit union with twelve employees. On Sunday after

sleeping, their breath heavy, exhausted, sighing for home.

teachers, my friends,

the undergraduate admissions

Then they divided their earned run

church, my family and I would walk through our town.

They never speak of their homesickness, but I see it in

and my sisters. That's all

committee decided to change the

averages by the difference

their eyes and hear it in their sleep. I know what they have

she wanted.

kinds of questions it asks of its

between stop and go, and then

we passed other families, they addressed

my parents

respect; I felt so proud.
My childhood paradise ended when President Salinas'

Charlene Abalos:
Asking "Why?"

I

done for me and I know what I have to do for them. I
must keep my promise.

do those things, people
notice," she reasoned.
Attention? That was
it? I get this every day

There I was, thinking
that she had some kind

Eliciting ideas,
not answers

1. "Racism, Classism, Sexism"
The big boys played all day with
their isms. Then they smashed

freshman applicants. Essay ques-

they slept for forty days and forty

tions in previous years had been

nights. Then they peppered the

of underlying motive for

similar to those posed by most

blue sky with bird shot. Then all

her behavior- maybe she

colleges, asking students, for

the leaves on the trees turned into

was a rebel or her behav-

example, to write of an experience

money for them. Then the war,

ior was all an act. But no.

that had changed them or of a

then more war, then more and

The only thing she
longed for was attention,

person who had influenced them.

more. Then the happiness from

love, compassion, care -

ed it would change its essay

tears. Then everybody died and

four things I received

questions to reflect the values of

then they just thought they died.

But in 1997 Santa Clara decid-

twelve to twelve-thirty. Then big

you have encountered in your life?

2. According to Santa Clara religious studies professor William
Spohn, "Compassion refers to the
most active and engaged form of
empathy, namely, that disposition
directed particularly to those in
great need or suffering.
Compassion bridges the gap
between perception and effective
action." [Go and Do Likewise: Jesus

and Ethics, Continuum Press,
1999) As you describe a situation
in which you extended compassion,
tell us what compelled you to move
. from perception to action.

every day. This destruc-

the University. The questions, the

And then they said let's start over

n the summer of 1998 I participated in a program

3. Our "Internet minds," racing

tive girl was lonely inside.

committee hoped, would not only

and then they chose sides, and

to keep up with rapidly changing

called UPUIT, which gives educational and recre-

She felt that no one

give students a sense of the place

then those sides chose sides,

technologies, can make us feel

ational opportunities to ~derprivileged, inner-city kids.

cared for her. Niejama

they might attend but a chance to

chose sides, chose sides. And then

that slowing down and being con-

During that time, I worked with some of the most ener-

fought for this attention;

dwell on the University's core val-

those sides chos~ sides, and

templative is not an option. Yet

she fought with all her

ues of competence, conscience,

those sides chose sides, and then

Santa Clara University is a calm

heart. And I gave her

and compassion-and make them

those sides chose sides. [Edward

place, in the center of chaotic

class, one I2-year-old girl, Niejama Owens, could not be

what she longed for by

think rather than just respond .

Kleinschmidt Mayes, Santa Clara

Silicon Valley, where scholars can

controlled. Her emotions fluctuated throughout the day.

merely asking "Why?" All

Printed below are the questions

English professor, Speed of Life,

quiet distracting voices, think

One minute she hugged her fellow classmate; the next she

it takes is one person -

the University asked of this year's

Apogee Press, 1999) How does

clearly, and be peaceful. How-

beat him up. She lied a lot, too. She told the entire faculty

one person to ask
"Why?"

applicants.

this poem speak to divisiveness

and where- do you find peace?

getic children I have ever known.
Although many of the kids were well-behaved during

that she lived in Pittsburg with her parents and eight

I8
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family from the elements, possibly
for the first time in their lives.

Audrey Bilczo:
Perspectives new
and necessary

A

around with friends talking about what we truly felt in
our hearts. Our discussions were not just about passages

When the familiar sounds of dogs

in the Bible. This group understood the importance of

faded into the bustling sounds of cars

everyday problems teens face , and how we need to help

and pedestrians outside the orphan-

each other. By listening to others and allowing myself to
share ideas and feelings, I found peace in my life .

age, I rolled out of bed and prepared
to leave my newfound home. Mter

s I rolled over in my sleep I could

After only four months of participating in the weekly ·

packing my bag and cleaning our
rooms, there was one more thing for

hear dogs barking, some close by and

meetings, I was asked to be a member of Core Team.
This was such a tremendous honor for me. I could now

others in the distance. I rolled over again,

us to do. We traveled for the fmal time

help plan events that could possibly affect other lives, the

hoping to find silence under my pillow, but

to our site and formally presented the

way they affected mine . I welcomed the chance to make a

there was no escape. I glanced at my watch just

family with their new house. Nothing

difference in my community. Core Team brought this

as another muttered a loud howl. It was 3:28

could have prepared me for the sheer

group to a new level for me. I began to develop leader-

in the morning and I had been tossing all

emotion of gratitude and appreciation

ship skills and offer assistance to people in need . God

night. I could feel the cold, hard concrete

that occurred in that moment. This

through the bottom of my sleeping bag. As I

family , whose entire life had been

was filling my heart with the goodness to be patient and
loving toward those I encountered.

shivered and began to close my weary eyes, I

spent in hovels of patched-together tar

noticed a rat scurry across the room, dodging

paper, plywood , and corrugated metal

years; not because of one single person, but because of

between the many sleeping bags. Yet I still

scraps now owned their first sturdy

an entire group of dedicated and caring teenagers . With

anticipated my departure home with dread.

house, a place to call home. All of the

their help and devotion I was able to fill the emptiness

sores and pains that we endured for

inside. I feel blessed to have had the opportunity to be a

the week faded from our minds, melt-

part of something so special . I now continue to look

For the past week this Mexican orphanage
had been my home. Wearing the same dirty
work clothes along with some old work gloves , a hammer

each of us working as a team to saw, hammer , lift , and

and an open heart , we would leave the security of the

secure one wall after another. Whenever a hammer or a

orphanage compound each morning for the dusty barren

saw was left unused, an adult or teenage spectator was

hills beyond. The first day on our site we met the impov-

ready and willing to pitch in. As we completed the fourth

erished but proud family who would reap the benefits of

day, our success was visible as the windows, doors, and

re-enter the American society I am so familiar with, I am

our labor, then we started digging. On the second day we

roof were added. Day five was messy but fun as we plas-

aware of a new perspective and appreciation for the things

poured the concrete: mixing, shoveling, and smoothing it

tered paint on all the walls, inside and out. Tar paper and

by hand. By the third day we began building the walls ,

shingles were added to the roof, which would protect this

around me - and the place and culture through which I
have gained it.

Jennifer Farris:
My missing link

ing into joy and happiness. Our long, hard labor was out of
love and concern for others.
The week I spend in Mexico each year colors my life

My life grew and has changed so much these past four

forward to discovering new friends, meeting new challenges and staying connected with the Lord - no longer
my missing link.

with brilliant hues unattainable from my everyday life. As I

experiences, I decided to attend a meeting. I discovered I
knew a few core team members, who were the leaders of
the ministry. They immediately made me feel welcome .
I learned the youth group participated in many social

T

events, community service projects, and spiritual activihe moment I had dreamt about and looked forward to for so long

ties. I realized this was the challenge I needed in my life.

had fmally arrived. There was no turning back. As I took my first

I was ready to make a new commitment. For the first time

steps through the double doors and looked down a long, locker-clad hall,

since school began, the emptiness inside me began to dis-

my knees began to quiver as I entered a new stage in my life -high school.

appear and I started to feel complete. I had found the
missing link in my life- God.

I was scared, skeptical, and excited all at the same time. I knew this was
going to be an experience .of growth and change , but I was unsure of what

I continued to attend the weekly meetings, as well as the

exactly would change me.

youth masses and social events. This group helped me feel

As the weeks went by, I became more comfortable with my surround-

good about myself and the way I perceived God. I began to

ings and began to really enjoy school. Even though I was happy making

develop a deep relationship with the Lord- a relationship I

new friends and playing sports, I had an emptiness deep inside that I did

cannot even explain. Words seem too trivial to describe

not understand. There was something missing in my life - something

what I was feeling in my heart. The songs we sang and the

important. The answer to my question began to unfold when a friend told

prayers we prayed helped me understand all that religious

me about a youth group sponsored by our parish.

'
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Being an open-minded person and someone who really enjoys new
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"stuff" I had been learning in Catholic school over the past
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Class Notes I

By SCU Alumni Association Executive Director Jerry Kerr '6r

Greetings from Donohoe Alumni House

•

Everything you ever wanted from the campus bookstore

Water District Board of Directors. He and

Hamada, Japan , where they took a two-

As we near the end of fall quarter, it is my pleasure to provide

can be at your doorstep. Check the catalog at <www.

his ,vife, Yvonne, have three children and

week tour of Honshu Island. Andrea Lyons

you with a brief update on alumni affairs as well as invitations

bkstore.com/scu> and buy on the Net.

to connect with the University and some of our programs.

•

Please note the prevalence ofWeb sites in the information

By Amy Raimundo '95

The women's soccer team is currently ranked at #r in the

Santa Clara Universiry
Santa Clara, CA 95053-1505
Phone 408-554-5123
Fax 408-554-5464
Alum Update@scu. edu

country; men's soccer is holding its own in the #2

and I urge you to use it as a resource. Check out especially

national slot. Both are undefeated so far. Also, the box-

the Alumni Association's new Web site at <www.scu.edu/

ing team is gaining on last year's national ranking of

alumni>. It is an excellent way to get connected.

fourth. With two returning intercollegiate champions,

•

they are setting their sights on being ranked first. Check

to others should be recognized with an lgnatian award.

<www.santaclarabroncos.com> for the latest on Santa

The awards luncheon will take place on March II. See

Clara team progress .

<www.scu.edu/ignatianaward> for more details or phone
•

•

•

John Rickard is a retired judge of the

ney and mayor of Santa Barbara.

in Folsom. Maggie Orellana-Samuelson and
her husband, Martin Samuelson '64, contin-

with Texas Executive Couriers.

Salinas Valley Memorial Hospital board ,

ue to run their family business, Plastimayd

Go to <www.scu.edu/alumnilaudit> or call Corinne

his wife and dog, and still unable to hit a

U.S. News & World Report. For more information about this

decent golf shot.

the reunion committee invite their former teammates as

communications coordinator for the past year and a half,

well as the Sugar Bowl players of 1937-38 to reminisce

accepted a new position this fall as coordinator of alumni

over their Santa Clara victories.

publications in the marketing and communications

The class of 1939 celebrated their 25th consecutive

department. Congratulations Amy. Joining our alumni

annual reunion, 60 years after graduating from the

staff are two recent grads, Nancy Nino '96 and Brian

University. Thanks to Joe Speciale '39 for his help.

Uffelman' 97, who will take the reins on the programs and

This year's enrollment at the Graduate School of Engi-

chapters thatJana Hee '92 and Amy had handled so well.

in the Bay Area. See <www.engr.scu.edu/grad> for
more information.
Mento ring Program, in which our alumni in the business
world work with SCU students on their business writing
skills. Contact Doug Sweet at <dsweet@scu.edu>for details
about how to volunteer.

1940s to the 1960s. His team of 1962, rated #r in the
country at the end of the season, went one inning too far in
the college world series final game against University of

Jean Lacouague sold his family 's

since 1994 . He lives in San Rafael , CA.

tor of the Dell' Arte Players Company in
Blue Lake , CA.

66

the 1999 Koret's prize for outstanding

Clara graduates as neighbors in SanJuan

He lives in Florence , OR.

contribution to community enhancement.

~

Capistrano, CA.

47

of House of Daniels, a California distribu-

Francis Macdonald is retired from

Southern Pacific Transportation after 45
years of service.

51

Michael York MBA '68 is assistant professor

University of Mobile , San Marcos , Carazo,
Nicaragua.

May 19-21,2000

tor of beverages in its sixth year, which
produces the award-,vinning Sonoma 'vine ,

60

Norwood Nedom retired in June as

chief assistant public defender for Santa

member of the Community Advisory

asked, "How many kids do you have?" she answered: "About

involved in the safe disposal oflow-level

30." And those 30 stayed close to Paddy for four decades.

radioactive material at a Nevada test site.
Joseph Sweany is retired and serving as a

Lin Corpus MA '89 and her husband,

Chris, live in Morgan Hill with their 9Anthony Detweiler and his ,vife, Fabbian,

61

A. Kirch DeMartini is an academic advi-

sor at Los Gatos High School, where his

live in Reno , NV, and hope to take advantage of the Lake Tahoe area for winter and
summer activities . Merle (Chapman) Good is a

,vife, Sharon, also works.

health education diabetes clinic and, as a

67

year-old son. She is a school principal.

Clara County after 34 years of service.

Raymond Harbert is retired and active

in volunteer work. He gives his time to a

Mary (Foley) Bitterman was awarded

of management and accounting at the

\JW

Charles Daniels is president and CEO

and appreciated. For volunteering information, go to

Our officers and staff wish you a joyous Christmas and

Drama in Nov. 1998. She is artistic direcRoberto Iniguez has been retired as

James Perry has been named a fellow of the

has expanded its services. Your participation is needed

celebration of the millennium.

55

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Board to the Department of Energy, is

at 650-328-3351.

visiting lecturer at the Yale School of

ment. He has a number of young Santa

figure to many of his players. When his wife, Eunice, was once

<www.scu.edu/alumnilforothers> or call Carole Low '93

Corp., in Portland, OR. Joan Schirle was a

patients.

orange acreage in 1986 in favor of retire-

49

Michigan. Paddy was not only the coach but also the father

Community Services/Alumni for Others opportunities

46

legacy has passed away: Paddy Cottrell, a former baseball

Clara, and his family of former players, coached from the

and a eucharistic minister to hospital

vice president of ICF Kaiser Engineering

Another athletic cornerstone of Santa Clara's intercollegiate

horsehider success. Paddy, whose life was baseball, Santa

The College of Arts and Sciences is continuing its Online

John Kennedy is retired, living ,vith

Trellis Vineyards .

coach and mentor who led the Broncos to their greatest

the city ofF olsom, CA. He is an attorney

Monterey Bay Aquarium, a member of the

Intrieri at 408-554-6800. Also, Life Long Learning

Amy Raimundo '95, who served as the Alumni Relations

54.

age of 79, continues to work as a salesman

School of Business was ranked in the top I5 nationwide by

•

Francisco State University. Bob Holderness
was recognized for his accomplishments by

William Kennedy has retired from car-

43

courses. See <www.scu.edu/lifelonglearning>.

Kathy Holly produces music for

diology. He is ·a mentor guide at the

Robert Burns, even at the advanced

January you never had time to take while at Santa Clara?

the largest and most schedule-accommodating program

•

Labor Archives and Research Center at San

$400 a year, it's an outstanding bargain.

eering rose to 1,534. The school has been recognized as

•

eight children and 19 grandchildren 'vith

admission information on SCU's expanding popularity,

provides a premium array of continuing education

CA, 'vith his ,vife , Corinne. Norman Slaught

his ,vife, Claire .

alumni privilege for an annual fee. At $150 a quarter/

ranking, see <http://lsb .scu.edu>.

and two grandchildren.

California State Superior Court for Santa

University's history- with I,I05 freshmen. For further

The 50th anniversary of SCU's Bronco Bowl win will be

together in May. They have three children

Tustin, CA. He lives in Huntington Beach,

Barbara County. He is a former city attor-

42

The part-time MBA program at Santa Clara's Leavey

and her partner, Ricki, celebrated 2 7 years

management and consulting firm in

65

tion includes fitness, consider taking advantage of our

Thought about auditing that undergraduate course in

San Francisco Unified School District. She

of Butier Engineering Inc., a construction

events and is an associate member of the

find photos on the web; and if your New Year' s resolu-

•

Mark Butier is president and founder

business, finding time to travel and visit his

36

408-554-6800.

celebrated onJanuary 29, 2000.Jim Canelo '50 and

•

If you haven't seen the Pat Malley Fitness Center, you'll

52

is a mentor teacher, art department head,
and social studies department head for the

is semi -retired from his financial services

The incoming class of 2003 was the largest in the

see <www.scu.edu/admission>.
•

•

three grandchildren.

Here is the news on early October Bronco standings:

below; the University has updated and re-designed its site

It is time again to recommend that person whose service

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

child welfare specialist for Alameda County

62

Michael Riley and his ,vife, Anne, are

doing a major remodeling of their home in

Children and Family Services. She has two
children, Nicole and Chris . Trudy

Lake Tahoe, as they have decided to live

McCulloch MA '73 is principal of Los Gatos

there another 20 years.

High School.

64

Charles Barca and his ,vife recently

68

Michael Antonini, DDS, lives in San

Francisco 'vith his ,vife, Linda, and their

visited their daughter, Sarah '95, in

I

member of the Laguna Beach County

I

I
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three children, John, Peter, and Gina .
Michael has been in dental practice in the

Camaraderie builds with age
The Engineering Class of '50 celebrates its silver anniversary

M arina district for the past '2. 7 years. He
recently helped in a $2.1 million campaign
to build a parish center at St. Brendan's
Church. Joe Cook is teaching math and
computer classes in Capitola, CA. He is
also with Merrill- Kelly ofT. C. Facilities

Every year since October 1950, when

were underage - or no more than a

Supervisors for the Western states. Rich

they assembled at the St. Mary's/Santa

beer," Murphy says. And the younger men

Janney is COO and general manager with

Clara football game, members of the

took care of the vets as well, bringing them

Amtech Corp. , a custom manufacturer of

Engineering Class of '50 have gotten

home for a hot meal when their G.l. Bill

fiberglass and plastic parts . He and his wife ,

checks ran out by the end of the month.

Melissa, live in Redmond , WA.

together- to catch up on growing fami-

"It made a hell of a difference between

lies, changing jobs, and now retirement

having an empty stomach and a full stom-

and trips. People on the outside often
remarked on their closeness, their

ach," Murphy says. "You wonder what

camaraderie, and marveled at their

made us close? You don't ever forget."

large reunion turnouts. But at this year's

Classmates not only grew close to one

reunion- their 50th- the question was

another, but their girlfriends got to know
each other as well. Because the returning veterans were older than typ-

particularly poignant.

ical college students, most of those girlfriends became wives.

What has made the Engineering Class of '50 so close?

69 Colleen (Ciampett) Jorde

is a marriage

and family therapist in Costa Mesa , CA.
She is director of the So. California
Institute for Bioenergetic Analysis and edi tor of the institute ' s newsletter. Vince

Mancuso and his wife, Eva Neumann , live in
the Washington , DC area. Vince is vice
president and general manager of Defense

About three-quarters of the class were World War II combat veter-

"Right after graduation there were a lot of weddings," recalls Walt
Hirth. "That gave the women an opportunity to cement their relation-

provider of large signal and image process-

they were coming back to get an education. I was a young kid, wet

ships. Our wives have always encouraged us to go to the reunions."

ing computers. Peter Wise MBA '73 retired

Classmates also got close to faculty, many of whom had been

Electronics at Mercury Computers, a

in January , and is now a private financial

veterans too. Henry [Hank) Nettesheim, an electrical engineering

consultant. He and his wife, Michelle , own

gelling. Those first classes, held in an old wooden structure with

professor who retired from full-time teaching in 1983, has come to

The Yard of Ale , a gay and lesbian bar in

classes upstairs and labs on the ground floor, were bulging with the

most of the Class of '50 reunions. "It goes without saying that this is

Boulder, CO, and are active members in

But the contrast in backgrounds did not keep the class from

biggest enrollment Santa Clara University had seen in years.

one of my favorite classes. There's none quite like that one," he says.

Although many were taking advantage of the G.l. Bill to get a univer-

Nettesheim points out that this is the first engineering class that

sity education, some were confused about just where they should be.

has benefited from the burgeoning Silicon Valley; instead of seeking

"The first year was like a zoo," says Tim Murphy. "We went to

jobs on the East Coast, they could stay in the area. "Since then,

class, we studied, we got drunk, we drank in class. There were fights
all the time. We were all kind of going through our own pain. But, by
the end of the year, Father [Edward] Stretch, S.J. [vice president and
director of discipline], called the school together for a meeting.

the Harley Owner' s Group (HOG) .
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degree to work designing heavy equipment. Ravizza designed strate-

ration ' s Houston office, where he is senior

Dennis Gamlen is with Bechtel Corpo-

gic air bases in Morocco, then bought a company that grew into one

project engineer for various domestic and

of the top 10 electrical contracting firms in the country [Cupertino

international petrochemical projects. Meg

flunked out. Next semester, those of you who come back will be stu-

Electric Inc.]. And Tim Murphy specialized in radio electronics,

dents. We will no longer be a camp for rehabilitation but a university."

acquired a couple of graduate degrees, and worked as a consultant

The men catch up on their careers and families every year at the

Although 135 started out studying engineering, only 77 finished.

reunions. But this year's - the 50th - which was celebrated over

"It was like going through the Bataan death march or something,"

Labor Day weekend at the Monterey Hyatt was "particularly excel-

Ravizza says. "Those who made it ended up being close friends. By

lent," says Tom Campbell, the reunion committee chairman. As Murphy

the time we graduated, we were all so happy to have made it. We

points out, "The older we get the more the reunions mean to us."

developed strong friendships and we just continued."
The vets made certain the younger fellows "didn't drink if they

- Carol Blitzer is a freelance writer based in Palo Alto, California.

Robinson-May department stores in

and her son, Michael , in Clarksville, MD .

76

Cynthia (Niehues) Everhart owns a con-

sulting and sales company for GPS-based
fleet and asset tracking projects. Patty

Vermilion and her family moved to

Newport Beach, CA. Patricia O'Hara is dean
of the University of Notre Dame Law

Rochester, NY, where she is a child life
specialist at Children's Hospital in Strong.

School in South Bend, IN. She is the first
woman to hold the office. Jim Redd was
selected as one of the top producing loan

in Allentown, PA. He lives in Upper Black
Eddy , PA, with his son , Christopher , and
daughter, Nicole.

72

77 Patrice (Wiggins) Brazil

is a deliverables

specialist with IBM, writing top - level software services proposals, computer presentations, and teaching software product
classes to clients. She lives in Waltham,
MA, with her husband, Malcolm. Debbie

Cucalon is in property management while
Judith (Springer) Bojorquez is teaching

Spanish at Fremont High School in

pursuing her singing career. She specializes
in jazz standards and Spanish ballads.

Oakland , CA, where she lives with her son,
Justin.

Victoria Miranda earned her MBA from the
University of Phoenix. She lives in

13 Kathleen Gerrity

Mountain View, CA. Mary (Driscoll) Toboni
owns and operates a

small animal veterinary clinic in Boulder
Creek, CA, where she lives with her twin
sons, Joey and Marco. Angel (Fields) Raposa

and her husband , Joseph, live in San
Francisco with their five children, ages

7 to

15. Mary is a real estate broker selling highend homes in San Francisco .

lives with her husband, Jake , in Livermore,
CA. They own dual trucking businesses,
Rapo&a Trucking and Angel Transportation

78 Jeffery Hoff lives in Calistoga , CA,
with his wife , Jill , and two daughters,
Jenna , 1'2., and Julia, g. He is vice president

pany in Sunnyvale , CA. John Tibbetts is
owner and CEO of the Oaks Card club in

After acknowledging that a lot of guys had things to get out of their

gone," Murphy adds.

Feb. 10, 1999. Jim is a vice president with

dent for G.W. Associates , a software com-

but 12 years later, after it burned down, he put his engineering

until just a year ago.

children. Jim Donnell and his wife, Kristen,
welcomed their second son, James David ,

74 Steven Hausle is executive vice presi-

system, he told them straight: "Now it's over. Half the class will be

"It was sort of a shock treatment. The next year, half the class was

counselor at Piedmont Hills High School.

School. She lives with her husband, Tom,

She and her husband , Branko, have two

Service.

they've all had responsible jobs. They've all been quite successful."
Hirth went to work for his father in the family laundry business;

account manager for River Hill High

Rosemary (Zoria) Bulaich MA '77 is head

officers in his company, GMAC Mortgage

ans, recalls Gene Ravizza. "They were men, they had fought in war,

behind the ears, right out of high school."

71

Emeryville, CA. He is the third generation
in his family to manage one of the Bay

of marketing with Dynamix, a PC game
developer , and recently published his first
book, Forbidden Fruit. Nancy Lee is a director
of the planning and allocating department
for Ross Stores, Inc . She lives in Fremont,
CA, with h er husband, Dennis , and sons,
Matthew and Ryan . Lori McKannay·Matthews

Area's largest legal gaming operations.

lives in Petaluma, CA, with her husband ,

Kellogg and her husband, Rick Catterton,

75 Paula Garavaglia is assistant vice presi-

live in Berkeley with their 5-year-old son,

dent of human capital for Farmer' s

William . Meg is retired as director of

Insurance in Los Angeles. Thomas Gay

Earl , and their children, Annie , 5 , Gracie,
4 , Ricky, '2., and Emma , I. Lori owns and
manages four Papyrus franchis es· in
Sonoma and Marin counties. Patrick JD '82

product development and management in

retired from Chevron Overseas Petroleum,

Kaiser Permanente's corporate office.

Inc. after '2.0 years. He now owns a con -

Leslie Reambeault has retired from AT&T

struction company and a sand and gravel

after over '2.9 years. In May 1995 she

materials yard in his hometown, Seguin ,

earned her MSW from Loyola University,

TX. Vernon Granneman JD '78 merged

Chicago, IL, and will be heading into a

Genesis Law Group LLP into Sl0erven,

new career.

Morrill , MacPherson, Franklin & Friel,

and Mary Nally live in South Pasadena, CA,
with their three children, Joseph ,
Catherine, and Daniel. Patrick is a senior
director at Cushman and Wakefield and
Mary runs a community health clinic.

where he is a partner in commercial litiga-

Jeanine Tucker JD '81 is a courtroom clerk,
judicial assistant in Stanislaus County, CA,
Superior Court. Robert Watson MBA '81 and

tion. Carla (McCanless) Styczynski is the

24
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his wife welcomed a daughter, Clare Eliza-

Newspaper Editors. He is a reporter for

The

their second child, Katherine Judith, April

vice president/ corporate controller of

Marsh Inc. in San Francisco as an insur-

beth, Dec. 17, 1998. Robert is a tax partner

Commercia/Appeal in Memphis, TN, where he

'21 , 1999. Norena Gurierrez adopted her sec-

National Semiconductor. He and his wife,

ance consultant. Patricia (Metevia) Guyot

Christina and Michael, at their home in

with Deloitte and Touche in San Jose .

lives with his wife, Susan, and his daugh-

ond child, Trevior Shawn. She had previ-

Dianna, welcomed their second child,

and her husband, Jean-Marie, welcomed

Arlington, VA. Elisa is a physician at

ters, Sarah and Susanna.

ously adopted Trevior's younger brother,

Emma Nicole, May 1998. He is also chair-

their third son, Gaston, Oct. '2, 1998, in

Georgetown University Medical Center.

Richard. The family lives in Eagle, ID,

man of the Accounting Advisory Board at

Rennes, France . Joe Maloney and his wife

Tom and Laura (Thompson) Donohue wel-

where Norena is customer loyalty manager

the Leavey School of Business. Mary Jo

welcomed a son, John Patrick, March 4,

comed a son, Matthew Thomas, Nov. '25,

(Vranizan) Cohen is a stay-at-home mom to

1999. Robert Mingione is CEO of

1997. He joined his sisters, Megan and

79

Michael Dee is associate director, cor-

porate services group, with Grubb & Ellis,
a commercial real estate firm, in Dallas.

home mom raising Arlette, 1'2, Daniel, 5 ,

He and his wife, Julie, have two daughters,

and Lucy, 3· She volunteers as an area

clinical team leader for Assertive

her daughter, Maya Lily, born Dec. 1997.

MBAnet.com, an e-commerce firm in

Sarah, at their home in Antioch, CA.

Lauren and Nicole. This spring Brooks

finance coordinator for La Leche League

Community Team (ACT) with Catholic

Mary Jo, her husband, Craig, and their

Mountain View, CA. He lives in Los Altos.

Andrew Dreyfuss and his wife, Deena,

Leman taught a graduate course in power

of Oregon. Her husband, Luis, is a musi-

Charities in New Brunswick, NJ. He and

daughter live in the Portland, OR area,

Chuck Miller JD '88, and his wife, Sue

announce the birth of their second child,

electronics at SCU's School of Engineering.

cian. Brenda Robbins and her husband, John

his wife, Rubi, live with their two cats in

where she teaches yoga. Judy King De Surville

(Haney) MBA '90 welcomed their second

Adam, Jan. 17, 1999, in Atlanta, GA. John

\JW
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Kathryn Carpenter is a respiratory care

practitioner at Stanford Hospital and
teaches basic life support at Stanford's
Center for Education. She has two daughters and is a co -leader in each of their Girl
Scout troops. She and her husband celebrated their 1'2-year wedding anniversary in
May. David Chow is CFO for Pillsbury
Greater China region. He and his wife,
i

Susan, and their two sons, Michael and
Jason , live in Shanghai. John Corrigan is a

I
I

major in the U.S. Air Force, NM, working

I

for the Air Force inspector general. H e is

~

stationed at Kirtland Air Force Base with
his wife, Susan, and his children, Ryan and
Erin. Howard Loomis was named Member of

I

the Decade by the Silicon Valley chapter of

I

Beth (Whitesel) Opazo is a stay-at -

with Hewlett-Packard Co. Colin Lochner is

~

I

81

Jan. 23, 1999. He joins his siblings,

the Construction Financial Management

I

Association. He is also a founder of the

~

organization. Dennis Maguire married
Ashley Nolan in Oct. 1997. He is a first

I

assistant director in the motion picture

l

industry. Recent credits include Angela's

Ashes, The Postman, Evita, and The Scarlet Letter.
Susan Micheletti is CFO of the San Ramon

Regional Medical Center, for which she
received the 1998 CFO of the .year award.
She lives in Tracy, CA. Paul Richard married Sandi Rizzari in March. Paul flies
internationally for American Airlines out
of the Washington, DC area, where he
lives . Bartholomew Sullivan won the Jesse
Laventhol Award for Deadline Newspaper
Writing from the American Society of

Robbins '86, welcomed their third son,

Greenwich Village, NY. Thomas Lynch

and her husband, Greg, announce the

child, Charle~ Ill, Aug. 18, 1999· He joins

Fitzgerald and his wife, Leah , both work at

Trevor Kekahimoku, on Nov. 23, 1998.

moved his medical practice to Madison,

birth of their second daughter, Sarah

his big sister, Samantha, 3, at the family 's

UCLA. They live in Westchester, CA, with
their sons, Kevin and Ian, who are keeping

He joined his brothers, Edwin and

Wl, where he lives \vith his wife, Maureen,

Marie, Dec. 9, 1998. Older sister Emily is

home in Lafayette, CA. Chuck is a manag-

Jonathon, at the family's home in

and their children, Brian and Tara. Pat

4 · Heather (Browne) Ryan and her husband,

er for First American Title Company in

their parents out of trouble. Laura Grimes is

Sunnyvale. Darby Winterhalter is working

and Liz Panetta Melone welcomed their first

Matt, live in Leawood, KS, with their

Walnut Creek, and Sue is vice president

working toward her doctorate in historical

toward her MFA in performing arts at

child, Sean, July '21, 1998. Grace Morioka

daughter and three sons. Scott Schaefer and

with Chubb & Son Insurance in San

theology at the University of Notre Dame

Arizona State University, Tempe. She was

and her husband, Ken Hanamoto , wel-

his wife, Kim, announce the birth of their

Francisco. Damien Palermo and his wife,

with a dissertation on the medieval theolo -

lead female in Los Alamos, a new play by

comed a son, Scott Hideo, Dec. 16, 1998.

fourth child, Abigail Grace, March 4,

Cynthia, announce the birth of a son,

gian and mystic Gertrud of Helfta. She is

Lanford Wilson, and has performed pieces

Grace owns a residential real estate man-

1999. Scott is senior vice president in cor-

Lucas John, April6, 1999. He joins sib-

teaching religious studies at Rosemont

from her own work, Landscapes.

agement office. They live in Sunnyvale. Ray

porate banking with Bank One. They live

lings Benjamin, 16, and Melody, 13, at

College in Philadelphia, PA. Stuart and

Nunez and his wife, Celia, announce the

in Phoenix, AZ.

their home in Mountain View. Damien is

Sandy Johnson live in Redwood City, CA,

with Applied Signal Technology in

with their four children. Their business,

Sunnyvale and serves as a reserve police

The Signworks, specializes in vinyl graphics
and digital printing for commercial appli-

82

Teresa (Hunter) Flagg and her hus-

birth of their second child, Fernando

band, Tim, welcomed their second daugh-

David, Feb. 1999· Ray is a finance manager

85

ter, Cayla Danielle, Jan. 4, 1999. Her

with Hewlett-Packard Co. in Roseville, CA.

business agent for a labor union in Hawaii.

officer for the Mountain View Police

older sister, Krista, is 3 · Gretchen (Busch)

Dan O'Neill MS '85 is vice president of engi-

She has two daughters, Amber, 10, and

Department. Mary (Hegarty) Rahrick and

cations. Elizabeth (Mcinnis) Lewczyk and her

Matheson owns Gretchen M. Matheson, An

neering for MP3.com. Suzanne Ruffio is a

Ashlin, 8. Christopher Babiarz is still living

her husband, Mark, welcomed their second

husband, Thomas MBA '96, welcomed their

Accounting Corporation. She lives with

partner at Sinnott, Dito, Moura & Puebla

in Wisconsin, is still in graduate school ,

daughter, Tessa, June 14, 1998, in

third child, William, Feb. 1'2, 1998. He

her husband, Doug, and two children,

in Los Angeles. She lives in Santa Monica.

and is still single. Sarah (Wood) Berg and h er

Owatonna, MN. Mary is a pediatrician at

joined his sisters, Kathleen and Laura, at

Katherine and Elizabeth, in San Diego,

Olivier Santos has joined The Canterbury

husband, Ken, announce the birth of a

the Owatonna Clinic-Mayo Health

their home in San Jose. Richard Kelly plays

CA. Patrick Neary MBA '89 is a marketing

Hotel in San Francisco as national sales

daughter, Erin Elizabeth, July 19, 1998.

Systems. Angela Abramowitz Retelny lives in

on the Mission Rugby Alumni team, which

and Web site development executive in

manager, responsible for corporate, gov-

Russell Boring married Wendy Parker

Scarsdale, NY, with her husband , Gary,

won the Pacific Coast Playoffs in Scottsdale,

Denver, CO. Michael McNellis is director of

ernment, and institutional accounts.

Holmes, Sept. 1'2, 1998. Russell is corpo-

and two daughters, Jessica and Daniela.

AZ, and placed ninth in at the U.S.

critical care medicine at St.John Medical

Elizabeth Skemp is director of communica-

rate counsel in St. Petersburg, FL, and is

She is director of marketing at Julia B. Fee

National Sweet 16 tournament in Fort

Center in Longview, WA.

tions with Clos DuVal Wine Co. in Napa

still playing rugby. Tom Cotter JD, MBA '89

Real Estate in Scarsdale. Pearle Coe (Verbica)

Worth, TX, in May. Cielito (Cecilio) Lane

Valley. She has lived in Sonoma for the

and his wife, Mary Carole, announce the

Salters and her husband, John, and their

and her husband, George '85, welcomed

past 14 years. Peggy (Dugan) Sung handles

birth of William Thomas. He joins his sis-

three children, Hannah, Daniel, and

their third child, Sean Robert, March 31,

corporate real estate for Varian, Inc . She

ters, Courtney and Allison, and brother,

Esther, live in Mwanza, Tanzania. They

1999· Rich Manning is the assistant coach of

83

Mark Ansani is a pit- trader at the

Chicago Mercantile Exchange and owns a

Merlene M. Akau is a paralegal and

brokerage business in the Japanese yen

and her husband, Harvard, live in San

Danny. Jeannie Dodd·Fitzsimmons MA '90 is

work with the aviation department of the

SCU's women's soccer team. Jeff McDonald

options pit. Eric Bowman is manager of

Jose. Therese (Corbett) Tate and her hus-

a family therapist in private practice. She

Mrica Inland Church in Tanzania. Michael

and his wife, Victoria Aguirre, welcomed a

business information systems at Acuson in

band , Mike, welcomed twins, Nov. 16,

lives in Bellingham, WA, with her husband,

Stivers and his wife, Michelle, announce

daughter, Haley Brooke, April 14, 1998.

Mountain View. James Lynch and his wife,

1998 . Corbett Michael and Alexander

Bob, and sons Nelson, 9, and Dylan, 6.

the birth of their second son, Alexander,

Linda (Phipps) Ogbogu, her husband, Francis,

Kelly (Schuster) MA '88, welcomed a girl,

James join their big sister, Lisa, at their

Monica (Heede) Fox and her husband,

March 1'2, 1999. He joins his older brother

and their 5-year-old daughter welcomed a

Erica Mackenzie, Aug. 1998. Bill Duncan is

home in Denver, CO. Therese is working

Dennis, welcomed a baby girl, Madeline

John, bornJune II, 1997, at their home in

son and brother , Louis Ike, Jan. 6, 1999·

vice president of sales at In GEAR Corp., a

part-time with MK Environmental Services.

Margaret, April '29, 1999, in SanJose.

Santa Barbara.

The family lives in SanJose.

and luggage . He and his wife, Rebekah,

84

Jeff, announce the birth of their first child,

86

welcomed a daughter, Matteson Hawea,

Anthony, welcomed a son, CarsonJon,

Connor Henry, April5, 1999. The family

welcomed their first child, Julia Maria, July

of Briggs and Morgan in St. Paul, MN, in
June. Peggy (Silva) Communal and her hus -

manufacturer of backpacks, athletic bags,

Denise (DeSmet) Glasco and her husband,
Julia (Fischer) Bode and her husband,

Janie Carmena and David DiLena

81

Lisa Agrimonti joined the law offices

Dec. 28, 1998. She joins her older sister,

March '2, 1999· He joins his parents and

lives in Livermore. Denise is senior com-

'24 , 1999 · The family lives in Moss Beach,

Siobahn, at their home in Gurnee, IL.

older sister, Katelyn, at their home in

mercial property manager for Parkway

CA. Elisa De Angeles and her husband, Eric

band, Henri , announce the birth of

Marte Formico and his wife, Linda, welcomed

Scottsdale, AZ . Lewis Chew was appointed

Properties in Pleasanton andJeffworks for

Libre, welcomed Matthew DeAngelis Libre,

Therese-Marie, April 3, 1999 · Janette
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(Munqai) Cullinan and her husband, Joseph,

wife, Kathleen, live in West San Jose. In his

Brendan Joseph, Feb. r8, 1999 . He joins

were married Oct. 25, 1997. The couple

spare time, Richard performs regularly with

his sister, Bailey, and brother, Andrew, at

lives in San Mateo, CA. Kristin (Schwarz)

Lyric Theatre and is a tour guide at the

their home in Gresham, OR. John Roeloffs

Gates married Scott Gates, Oct. 24, 1998,

NASA Ames Research Center. Kristin

earned his MSEE from the University of

in Long Beach, CA. Jennifer (McPhate)

Kusanovich presented the West Coast pre-

Technology, Delft, Netherlands. He has

Green and her husband, Ian, welcomed a

miere of her solo modern dance concert in

now settled in the Bay Area \vith his wife

daughter, Katherine Dana, Dec. 28, 1998 .

the recital hall of SCU' s music and dance

and three children. Jason Rossi married

Jennifer is a postdoctoral fellow in

building, Sept. 26. Kristin is artistic direc-

Julie Do brow, Jan . 2, 1999, in New York.

An economist behind the drug policy wars
Rosalie Liccardo Pacula '90

immunology at the University of Califor-

tor of Kusanovich Dance Theatre in

Michelle Samson married Roberto Gayet ,

In

high schools, colleges, and homes across the

labor, law, and public finance. One of her current

nia , San Francisco. Adriene Iverson is direc-

Minneapolis, MN, and teaches all levels of

Apr . r8, 1998 , in Turin, Italy. She works

United States, youth alcohol and substance

research projects at RAND, for example, tracks the

tor of marketing and investor services for a

modern and creative dance. Paul Lindblad

for DirecTV and lives in Southern

abuse has become a burning issue. The White

policies, legislation, enforcement, treatment, edu-

Lutheran organization, Church Extension

MA '92 moved from Singapore to

California.

House has created special task forces to exam-

cational programs, and other environmental fac-

Fund , in San Francisco. Heidi (Meiners)

Kempten, G ermany. He is president of a

ine the problem and the media has kept the issue

tors related to youth alcohol, tobacco, and illicit

Manqelsdorf and her husband, Dan '88,

ceramic materials company. Tim Marchi and

in the forefront, with almost continual reports on

drug use. This means that Pacula needs to have

announce the birth of their second child,

his wife, Monique "Mokie" (Price), welcomed

teenage binge drinking and illicit drug abuse. But

familiarity with several different, though overlap-

Andrew Daniel, Aug. 6, 1998 . Dan is

their second son, Jake Paul , Feb . 7 , 1998.

little is known about the researchers and schol-

ping, areas.

director of product marketing, Internet

He joins his older brother, Tyler , at the

telephony, with Norte! Networks. Heidi is

family's home in Santa Rosa . Mokie is a

a dermatologist in Cary, NC. Gary

stay- at-home mom and Tim is corporate

announce the birth of Ashley Lynn, May 6,

Rosalie Liccardo Pacula '90 is one of these peo-

During her senior year at Santa Clara, she studied

Marqiotta MS '92 married Anne Lehane at

controller at Yahoo! Inc. in Santa Clara.

1999. Brian Borqia married Heidi

at the American University, where she "got to see

Queen of Apostles Church in San Jose,

Michelle Mullin is director , business develop-

ple. A magna cum laude graduate of Santa Clara

Carpenter, Oct. 1998 , in Monterey, CA,

May 30 , 1998. John Mastalski teaches in

ment, for Triadigm International, a busi-

University, Pacula has spent the last ten years

where they live. They own two travel- relat-

May 19-21, 2000
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Dean and Laurie (Kinoshita) Beaver

and is chair of the religion department at

ness management consulting firm in San

ed businesses, Monterey Peninsula

Bergin Catholic High School and is lay

Fran cisco . She lives in Los Gatos, and is

Reservations and Monterey Peninsula

pastoral associate for religious formation at
St. Mary Church in Closter, NJ. Kathy

still an avid volleyball player . Susan (Rowder)
Tilton is a finance manager with Hewlett-

Meetings. Julie Carmena and Dan Lamey
welcomed their first child, Lauren Judith,

(Martin) Russick and her husband, Andy '86,

Packard Co . in Roseville, CA, where she

Jan. 24, 1999. The family lives in

live in Elk Grove, CA, with their two

lives with her husband, Mark, and their

Vancouver , WA. Heather Dabel is coordina-

ars who produce the facts that fuel this national

This multidisciplinary aspect is the reason,

conversation.

Pacula says, health economics attracted her.

all kinds of areas that economics touches. Public

producing cutting-edge reports in the field of health economics. At

health economics seemed to be an area where there were a lot of

Duke University, where she received her Ph.D. in 1995, she explored

unanswered questions and where good research could inform policy,"

how the availability of illicit substances affects youth drug abuse.

she says.

And then while doing research at the University of Illinois at Chicago,

But do Pacula and her colleagues advocate particular policies?

she examined such topics as race and gender differences in youth

After a five-year study on young adult tobacco use, does she then fly

smoking, the effects of prices and policies on the demand for mari-

to Washington to lobby for the raising of the smoking age to 21? "I 'm

juana, and the unintended consequences of alcohol and tobacco poli-

an economist. I'm a researcher," explains Pacula. "I'm not an advocate for any specific health policy. I study whether or not policies

daughters, Chloe andJana . Kathy is an

new baby. John Walsh and his wife,

associate civil engineer for the Regional

Jennifer , welcomed their first child,

resources for the Kern County superinten-

cies on college campuses. Now an associate economist at the Health

Water Quality Board in Sacramento. Andy

Meghan Patricia, March 4, 1999.

dent of schools in Bakersfield, CA. Joseph

Program at the RAND Corporation in Santa Monica, Pacula is further

work and by doing that I promote better health policies." Pacula says

DeBiaso married Lorrie Susan Taggert,

honing her research interests.

she has been asked by various granting agencies to advocate for spe-

is vice president of retail sales for Pacific

tor of library services and information

Coast Producers, an agricultural marketing

89 Tracie (Love) Battaglini and her hus-

March 27, 1999, in Lake Tahoe, CA. They

cooperation.

band, Paolo '90, welcomed a son , Nicolas

live in Austin , TX, where Joseph is a tech-

drug policies is the result of restrictions. "It's not surprising that various

Paolo , Nov. I, 1998. Lisa Chianq married

nical representative in DuPont's Printed

substances are used together. Most kids who use marijuana also use

Eventually, Pacula, who will give birth to her first child in

Carlos Chi, April 25, 1998 , in Hillsborough,

Circuit Material business. Kelly (Heron)

alcohol," she says. "But the belief that if you restrict one -let's say, alco-

November, would like to balance her research with teaching. Before

88

Major Roy Aqustin married Sharon

Dunq '87, April 24 , 1999, in Honolulu,

CA. They live in Mountain View, CA.

HI. They live in Washington , DC, where

David and Ednamarie (Connolly) Foral wel-

Pacula says that what people often don't understand about youth

cific policies, but has turned down such requests because it would
affect her objectivity as a researcher.

Fuller and her husband, Arick, welcomed a

hol- you're only going to cause kids to switch to another substance is

RAND, she taught economics in the Business School at the University

son , Adam Edward, Dec. 29 , 1998. Ed

simply not true. All our research shows that when you restrict one sub-

of San Diego, but decided to take a break from academia so that she

Mehlinq and his wife , Carin, celebrated

stance, you actually discourage use of the other substances as well."

Roy is working at the Pentagon. Kevin

comed a son, John Gerard, Feb . 9, 1999 .

Dorhout JD '88 is an associate attorney with

David is southeast business development

their seventh wedding anniversary in May

England, Whitfield, Schroeder & Tredway.

manager for Urban Juice & Soda

The same is true for price restrictions. "From 1993 to 1997, the aver-

1999. They welcomed a daughter, Marina

Molly Kathleen Emrick married Charles

Company. Edna is enjoying raising their

age price of cigarettes fell nearly 20 percent," says Pacula. "So it's not

limit their teaching. "As a student, I was angered by that," Pacula

Emily , April 17, 1999· They live in Santa

surprising that we saw youth smoking rates increase during this same

remarks with a laugh. "I wanted to have Be Iotti [SCU professor of eco-

ScraggofBath, England, Oct.·3 , 1998 .

son. The family lives in Orlando , FL. Matt

They live in Hong Kong, where Molly is

Gomes and his wife, Clare (Purcell) '91, wel-

Clara. Jennifer (Mullin) Fisher and her husband, David, welcomed their second child,

director of marketing for an event organiz-

comed Conor Makai, their first son, on

Jonathan Patrick, March !2 , 1999 . Jennifer

ing company. Gerard Granucci lives in San

April7, 1999. Michelle (Colombini) Mifsud MA

is a vice president and product manager for

Francisco, where he is director of product

'90 and her husband, Michael '88, welcomed

Bank of America's Debit Card Business

management for a company specializing in

their second child, Monica Maryann, June

group. Suni Parker-Killfoil and her husband,

software and accessories for handheld

23, 1998. Her older brother Max is 2 r/2.

computers. Richard Hendricks is a project

Rosa lynn (Hortsch) Ritschard and her hus-

manager with Cisco Systems. He and his

band, Christopher, welcomed a boy,

'48
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Jim, welcomed a daughter , Samantha
Nicole, March 23, 1999. Hendy Lund is

could get her "feet firmly on the ground as an researcher." Now having
experienced both, she understands why research professors need to

period. It's hard to figure out how to discourage youth smoking from a

nomics] for more classes because I thought he was incredible. But

government perspective. You can try advertising. but the messages

now, having been on the other side, I understand why they keep their

may or may not be effective." Changing the price of cigarettes, on the

teaching loads small. That way they can be very good teachers and

other hand, Pacula explains, "is fairly easy to do and seems to have an

top-notch researchers." Pacula, quickly advancing to the top of her

immediate impact."

field at age 31, will undoubtedly follow in her professors' footsteps.

Pacula's field is among the many new hybrid professions developing today, for it combines expertise in economics, health policy,

-Tamara Straus

training manager for Redback N etworks, a

1 999
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manufacturer of broadband access servers.
She lives in Mountain View, CA, with her
husband, Steve Pierce. Jennifer (Roy)
Marratt and her husband, Bill, live in

Acme, WA. They own Blue Mountain
Farm, a site for retreats, weddings , and
family reunions. Shannon (Poindexter)
McLennan married law school classmate Eric
McLennan, Dec. I'2, 1998 , in Portola Valley,

CA. Shannon is a judicial law clerk to
Hon.Joe G. Riley, Tennessee Court of
Criminal Appeals. Robert and Renata
Franzia Price, and siblings, Sarina and

Logan, welcomed a girl, Juliette Franzia
Price, July I'2, I999· Robert has been with
AdForce since May I999 · Steve Robertson
and his wife, Casey, welcomed a son,
Andrew, May I4, I999· They live in San
Jose. Kimberly (Hodge) Sahlin and her husband, Kirt, welcomed their first child,
Benjamin Kurt, July 30, I998. They live in
Seattle, WA. Dan Spalding MBA '94 and
Riane (Vorreiter) MBA '95 announce the

birth of a daughter, Corrina Meredith,
Jan. I'2, I999· She joins '2-year-old Logan
James. Dan is public relations manager
with Proxim Inc. in Mountain View.

92

I

Andrea Barclay married Mark

Maxwell, Oct. 3, I998, at Mission Santa
Clara. Andrea is with Portal Software in
their contract licensing group. They live in
Menlo Park. Bruce and Colleen (Cox)
Broughton welcomed a son, Ben Daniel,

May I, I999· Amy (Vanos) Conaway and her

Clara. Chris Fleischer and his wife, Shelly,
welcomed Charles Patrick, March 7, 1999.
The family lives in Winter Springs, FL.
Jennifer Hansen received her doctorate in

philosophy from SUNY at Storybrook in
May. She is an assistant professor in the
philosophy department at Gettysburg
College. Cameron Rast and his wife, Mindy
MA '99, announce the birth of a son, Jacob

Cameron, April7, I999· Kerry San Chirico
received a master's of divinity degree from
Princeton Theological Seminary in
Princeton, NJ. She is also working toward
an MAin social work at Rutgers University.
Christine Stewart married Don Rockey, May

'2'2, I999· Christine is the director of fitness at Missouri Western State College in
St. Joseph . MO. Chris Stiles and his wife,

91

Mark Bernal JD '94 joined Liccardo,

Rossi, Sturges, & McNeil in San Jose. Jon
and Emily (Aquino) Cervi no welcomed a son,
Jacob Alexander, Aug. II, I999 · Eileen
(Tinney) Goodwin and her husband,

Christopher, were married March I3 in
Mission Santa Clara. Eileen is a corporate
writer/editor at Cisco. Stacy Hawes is with
Universal Studios as director of worldwide
pay-per-view marketing in Universal City,
CA. On Aug. '2I she married Kelly Melle
in Los Gatos. They live in Los Angeles.
Thomas McKeirnan is an associate with

Paine, Hamblen, Coffin, Brooke & Miller,
LLP in Spokane, WA. Erika (Parker) and
Christopher Price live in Omaha, NE. Chris

is a cardiology fellow at Creighton
University and Erika is a program manager
with Intel Corp. Albert Ramirez and his
wife, Sue (Wall) '93, live in Austin, TX. AI
coaches women's rowing at University of
Texas and Sue coaches youth soccer in the
Austin area.

where she is the ad sales development man-

and her husband, John , welcomed their

master's in international economics at

ager . She lives in SanJose. Kelley (Riordan)

first child, Jeffrey Hoagland Runyan, March

George Washington University in

Kate Zuhlke married Ron Myers, Paralegal

Teske and her husband, Jeff '92, welcomed

15, I999· The family lives in Modesto, CA,

Washington, DC. Prior to starting the pro-

Institute '99, at Mission Santa Clara, May

Shannon (Douglas) '93, and their daughter,

Emily Kate, I, live in Spokane, WA. Chris
is vice president for Skyhawks Sports
Academy, a sports camp for kids, and
Shannon is head women's soccer coach at
Gonzaga University.

a son in April I999· They live in Boise, ID,

where together they run a trucking compa-

gram, he taught English and American his-

30, I999 · Kate works in SCU's Dean of

ny. Capt. Colleen Smith received her MAin

tory and literature at a high school in rural

Arts and Sciences Office.

Chamber of Commerce, and Kelley is

public administration from San Francisco

Hungary. Megan Smith married Derick

administrative manager with Amkor

State University in Jan. I999 · She works in

Brownell, Feb. 28, I998, at Mission Santa

99

Technology.

Washington, DC for the Department of

Clara. Classmates Whitney Sauter, Alison

\vith Systems America in San Jose, CA.

Commerce in the Bureau of the Census.

Beimfohr, Tom Burns, Michelle Despres, Eric

Michael Cadiz is touring Europe \vith friends

Lia Young has received her aviation techni-

Fambrough, Michelle Ghilotti, Paul Huygens,

but plans to return to his residence on the
West Coast after his travels.

93

94

Rebecca Bell graduated from

Georgetown University School of Medicine

cian certification and private pilot's

Michael Lynch and Mark Sandoval were in

in May I999 · She began her pediatric resi-

license. She is competing on the AVP Pro

the wedding party. Derick is a customer

dency inJuly at the Children's National

Beach Volleyball Doubles Tour . She trains

support analyst with Blackbaud, Inc., and a

Medical Center in Washington, DC Gerard

in San Diego and spends the off-season in

professional soccer player \vith the

Borrillo is a supervisor \vith Abbot,

Hawaii.

Stringham & Lynch, CPAs and business

Patricia Aquino completed her MAin

Gate Regional Center Early Start program
in San Mateo, CA. She performs with the
Palabuniyan Kulintang Ensemble in San
Francisco, playing Southern Philippino
percussive gong music. Tony Cadiz, his \vife ,
Jenna Kennedy, and their son, Kyle
Anthony, live on the island ofMaui. Tony
is a loan officer with Bank of Hawaii. Kevin
Hili is business development manager with

Chipshot.com in Sunnyvale. Mark Lang is a
deputy district attorney for Clatsop
County, OR. Katie (Dallosto) Shinn and her
husband, Rich, live in Pleasanton, CA,
with their I-year-old daughter, Kelsey Ann.

Aimee Cabrera is a marketing associate

GRADUATE ALUlvi NI

Charleston Battery in South Carolina.
Megan is the public information coordina-

advisers in Campbell, CA. Patrick Cadiz

95

married Emily Orton, Dec. 26 , I998. Pat

yoga, acting in Kabuki theater, and leading

where they live. Aaron Somer is with Cygent,

66

is attending Benjamin Cardozo School of

beach clean-ups in Hamada, Japan. Bill

an e-commerce start- up company, and

from administration at UC Davis. He is

Law at Yeshiva University in New York.

Bennett is a founding partner and director

lives in San Francisco.

enjoying retirement in Grass Valley, CA:

Leslie Carmena produces the 5:30p.m.

of product development for Enterprise

newscast for NBC's affiliate in Orlando,

Resource Group . He lives in Santa Clara.

97

bership chairman of his WWII Army Unit

Sarah Barca is teaching English and

tor for the Town ofMt. Pleasant, SC,
Hector Garcia MBA, CPA. is retired

reading, traveling, and serving as the memDamian Barnes is the youth minister

FL. She is a five - time Emmy Award nomi-

Marisoi Cadiz is working toward her master's

for St. Lawrence Parish in Santa Clara.

nee and has won the Edward R . Murrow

in business administration at the University

After graduation, he spent a year in the

Award for best newscast. Chris and April

of Washington. Susanne Meier earned her

Jesuit Volunteer Corps in Brooklyn, New

68

(Phillips) Cobb, announce the birth of their

MAin psychology from Washington State

York. Perlita Dicochea completed her MA

dent of USF Holland Inc . , a trucking com-

second child, William Christopher, Feb.

University in May. She is a doctoral candi-

in communications from Arizona State

pany, in Holland , MI.

22, 1999. The family lives in Wayne, PA.

date in experimental psychology. Michael

University, May 1999· She received a

Association, among other activities.
Wiley Wilson MA is senior vice presi-

Amber (Smith) and George Crothali were

Molteni is international production coordi -

Graduate Opportunity Program (GOP)

73

married at Mission Santa Clara, March 6,

nator \vith Marker Ltd. , a manufacturer of

Fellowship from Berkeley, where she is

American business at the Paul Mueller

I999· They make their home in SanJose.

ski and sports apparel. He is completing a

working toward her PhD in ethnic studies.

Company. Fred Wright MBA is finance direc-

Michelle Dupuis is a corporate banking offi-

marketing degree at the University of Utah.

Doug Matthews and Maureen Heffernan '98

tor for the City ofVallejo.

cer \vith Comerica Bank in Palo Alto. Todd

Mark Santoro married Karl Odani '90 at

were married June 26, in Red Bluff, CA.

Ferrara is in corporate communications

Mission Santa Clara, Sept. I'2, I998 .

They live in Boston, where Doug ,vi!l be

75

attending Boston University Medical

charge of the U.S. Naval Submarine

\vith Cadiz Inc., a publicly held agriculture

social work in 1996. She is with Golden

local services sales division \vith AT&T.

where Jeff is systems manager for the Boise

husband, Paul, welcomed a son, Brendan
Robert, March 1999. They live in Santa

Class Notes I

Alvaro Reis MBA is manager for Latin

Judson Scott JD is Rear Admiral in

and water development company. He and

96

School. Jim McGonigle was promoted to

Reserve. He practices civil litigation in

his wife, Jennifer (Goebel), live in Santa

San Diego State University Graduate

first lieutenant in the Marine Corps., May

Pleasanton, CA, and is vice president of

Monica, CA. Steven McLaughlin assumed

School of Public Health with an MAin

23, 1999. He lives in Carlsbad, CA. Anne

the Alameda County Bar Association.

command of the 48Ist Transportation

public health epidemiology. She is the epi-

Marie Ruscah married Robert Fregulia,

Company at Mare Island, CA. Juan Carlos

demiologist for the Tuberculosis Control

Dec. 5, I998.

Pereira lives in Brussels, Belgium, where he

Division of the San Diego County Health

Wendy Betancourt graduated from the

78

Mary Davey MBA was re-elected to

Ward 4 Midpeninsula Regional Open

is European regional manager, interna-

Department. Alex Hutagalung is working

98

tional carrier services, \vith Sprint Corp.

toward his doctorate in biochemistry at

McCord, Aug. '2I, I999 · John Pfeiffer spent

fifth year as executive director of the Palo

Erin Reilly married Gordon Gibbs, May 29,

Baylor College of Medicine in Houston,

the 1998- 99 academic year teaching fresh -

Alto Endowment Fund.

man and sophomore English at Bellarmine

Kelly Grogan-Jackson married Ross

Space District last November. She is in her

1999. in Beaver Creek, CO. Gordie

TX. Molly Joseph graduated from

earned his doctorate from Loyola Univer-

Georgetown Law Center in May. She is an

College Prep. in SanJose. He is attending

79

sity Chicago, Strich School of Medicine in

associate \vith Dorsey and Whitney in

the University of Chicago Divinity School,

Palo Alto, CA, specializing in real estate

June 1998. Erin earned her MAin jour-

Minneapolis , MN. Sohail "Soey" Sajid is a

studying the history of Christianity.

law. They are on the web at <www.advocate

nalism from Stanford University in I997

mechanical engineer in the semiconductor

Christina Scalzo is an IS business analyst

4u.com>.

and is a freelance journalist for print and

industry. Daniel Smith is working on his

,vith Quantum Corp. Valerie Stevinson is

Internet news. Brandy (Hoagland) Runyan

Peter Brewer JD runs law offices in

living in San Francisco, where she is in the

Tracey Smith is with Mpath Interactive,

30
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81

Mitchell Miller JD, MBA, formed the

91

I

Germany, where he discovered magnetoBert Francois MBA is marketing man-

legal partnership of Miller & Fanwick,

ager with Creadress, an international and

LLP ., handling business and strategic

direct marketing company, in Belgium.

financial transactions in information technology, emerging companies , real estate

92

phones, a type of hi- fidelity audiotape

DEATHS

recorder , and brought them back to the
U.S . , where \vith a colleague he improved

30

Vivek Chhabria MBA and his wife,

Francis J. Scheid, June I, 1999, in

enterprises, and advanced trusts and estates

Neeti, live in Houston, TX, where he is a

Burbank, CA. Fran began his film career at

planning.

marketing manager with Compaq

the Vita-Graph Studios and followed the

82

company to Burbank, CA, when it became

Computer Corp.
Steve Modafferi JD is with Coldwell

Banker, commercial real estate, in San

part ofWarner Bros. He worked in pro -

93

Ken Stafford MBA is accounting man-

duction sound during his long career. His

Diego . He and his wife , Maureen, have two

ager for Chevron Inc . inAlmaty,

film credits include Casablanca,

sons , Danny and Kevin.

Kazakhstan, where he lives.

and

Jv[y Fair L01jy,

The Petrified Forest. Fran cis served in the

Air Force Motion Picture Unit from 1943

84 Maureen Barber MA completed her

94 Tom Obrien-Wilson MA and his wife,

to 1945. He and his ,vife , Alice, have been

career planning certificate as an SCU con-

Rosemary , live in Lynden, WA, with their

residents of Toluca Lake, CA, since 1938.

three children, Annarose , 5 , Maryclare, 3,

32

tinuing education student.

85 Scott Swisher JD and his wife, Lisa,

and Lauralyn,

I.

Joseph L. Martin, S.J. , Aug 26 , 1999,

in Los Gatos, CA, after a long illness.

welcomed a daughter, Mary Clare , on

95

Father's Day , June 20, 1999· She joins her

community development \vith <BayVida.

and spent the majority of his years as a reli-

older brother, Michael Thomas , at their

com>, an Internet start-up company that

gion and theology teacher. He taught at

home in San Ramon , CA.

creates communities online. John Harris

Bellarmine College Prep., St. Ignatius

Robin Harlow MBA is vice president of

Joseph entered the Society of Jesus in 1928

MBA and Claudia Frerk MBA were married in

College Prep . , Santa Clara University, and

Minneapolis , MN, May r6, 1998 . They still

Loyola Maryrnount University in Los

during April and May developing collabo -

talk about the "Dollar Auction Game"

Angeles. During his final years in pastoral

rative negotiations course materials. He is a

played in Dr. Shefrin' s game theory class.

ministry, he served as an associate pastor at

partnering facilitator for large construction

Alyson KingMA is with Children's Mental

parishes in London, Australia , and

projects.

Health of Santa Cruz, CA. She and her

Sacramento . Mter his retirement , he was

husband celebrated their third wedding

part- time chaplain at Valley Medical

anniversary in April. Melissa Miller MA is

Center in San Jose.

Fillner Construction Inc., a general con-

counseling clients at the EMDR Research

tractor specializing in service station and

Institute at MRI in Palo Alto. She also

36 Woodrow E. Lomas MD, May 14 , 1999,

fuel system construction.

leads a support and healing group for

in Graeagle, CA. Woodrow attended

women who have experienced abuse, assault ,

Creighton University Medical School and

or molestation.

completed his residency at St. Vincent's

88

89

Bruce Johnson MA worked in Poland

Stephen Welge MBA is president of

90 Jeffrey Mackenzie MBA is a financial
reporting manager for Simpson

96

one child.

CEO oflntegrated Intellectual Property,

90 Erika Oosterkamp-Fromm MA started a
private counseling practice in the

Milan Gandhi MBA is president and

U.S. Army combat physician during WWII
and was awarded the bronze star and the

Inc . in Santa Clara. He and his family live

silver star for bravery, after which he

in San Jose .

became a pediatric anesthesiologist and a
pioneer in the neonatal anesthesiology

Netherlands. In 1998 she received a certifi -

97

cate in pastoral psychology from the theo-

development manager \vith Guidant, a

1980, he retired and moved with his wife,

logical faculty at the University of Utrecht.

medical device manufacturer .

Jeanne, to Graeagle . Survivors include his

Colette Rausch JD accepted a permanent

Joseph Nemeth MBA is senior business

field at Children' s Hospital in Oakland. In

son Woodrow II '65 ME '67.

position with the Justice Department's

98

Office of Overseas Prosecutorial

ager with Synopsys. He lives in San Jose, CA.

Luen Lin MBA is senior account man-

36 John Mullin, June 24, 1999, in

Development, Assistance and Training.

Camarillo , CA. Mter graduating from

She is working on programs for central and

SCU with a degree in engineering, "Jack"

eastern Europe.

served in the U.S . Army Signal Corps. in

32
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machine in the U .S. to produce a master
tape for a commercial recording, "Songs by
Merv Griffin . " Bing Crosby backed the
partners financially and used the technology to record his show. The engineers made
the first commercial audiotape recorder,
Model 200, and Jack also later developed a
prototype of the video camera. He spent 28
years with the 3M company, retiring in

Medical School and completed his residenRobert J. McGowan, AprilS , 1999, in

Chico, CA. Bob grew up in Willows, CA.
During WWII, his studies at Santa Clara
were interrupted so he could run the family farm , but he returned and graduated in
1947. Bob continued his agricultural

tion, and he and his wife , Helen, raised
seven children in Chico, CA. He served on
the Rice Growers Association board of

Homer Helmstein, Nov. 21, 1998, in

Montecito, CA.

a general surgeon at Mercy and Sutter
General hospitals in Sacramento from
1950 to 1972. With his second wife, Mary
Beth, he moved to Salinas in the 1970s,

ical clinics for Monterey County. He
retired in Sacramento in 1984. Robert was
a charter member and president ofValley
Hi Country Club, a champion skeet shoot-

directors, the North State National Bank
advisory board, was a director of Mid Valley

er, an avid golfer, a little league coach, a
traveler, and a hunter .

Title Company, and was awarded the

and the Paul Harris Award from Rotary

31

cy at Sacramento County Hospital. He was

where he helped to reorganize three med-

career in rice , almond, and prune produc-

Bronco Bench Award from Santa Clara

1975 .

International. Survivors include his daughters Gail McGowan Withrow '76 and Mary

46 Carl W. Carlucci, July 8, 1999.
46 Richard E. Gunn, Oct. 13, 1998 , after a
long battle with cancer.

Anderson MBA '86 and sons Gary JD '77,

38

Frank Nugent Jr,April6, 1999, in

Sacramento, CA, of pneumonia . A native
of Sacramento, Frank returned to his
hometown in 1941 and was sworn in as a
police officer. He took a leave to join the
Navy during WWII, returning in 1949 to
become a detective in the vice and narcotics
squad, where he worked until 1972 .
During his retirement , he played golf, was
active in the Holy Spirit Parish, served in
Elks Lodge No. 6, and took part in a weekly
luncheon group, the "Over the Hill Gang."

Hospital in Los Angeles. He served as a

Manufacturing Co. He and his wife have

upon them. Together, they created the first

41

Class Notes I

Timothy McGowan MBA '90.

48

41

in San Francisco, CA. Born in Jackson,
William F. Oliver MD, July 17, 1999,

after a long illness. William earned his

Robert J. Prentice MD, July 7, 1999,

CA, Robert attended Eureka High School
before attending Santa Clara. He graduat-

medical degree from Georgetown University, where he co - authored ~mptoms Diagnosis
with one of his professors . Mter medical
school, he joined the Air Force , worked as
an assistant clinical professor of medicine

ed from Creighton Medical School in June
1952, and practiced medicine at San
Francisco's Children' s Hospital for 35
years. Mter his retirement, he worked in
the medical facility at San Quentin.

at USC, and then moved to Santa Barbara
to start his own practice. He retired to

52

Carpinteria, CA. In memory of his mother,

Petersburg, FL.

Harold Nunn, Feb. 14, 1999, in St.

Bill established the Regina Heffernan

41

William Eichenberg, Aug. ro, 1999, of

pulmonary fibrosis. William was a native of
Alma, MI , but lived in San Bernadino for
most of his life. He was a retired colonel in
the Army Reserve and worked as secondary
school teacher for 30 years. He was a
member of the Retired Officers
Association , Our Lady of the Rosary
Cathedral, and Elks Lodge 836. Survivors
include sons Bill '65, Thomas '76 ME '77, and
James '77; daughter-in-law Patti (McDonald)
'75; grandsons Jim '92 and Bob '94; and
granddaughter Carrie '99.

Scholarship fund for graduating high

58

school students in the Santa Barbara area.

Francisco, CA, from a brain tumor.

43

from Claremont Graduate School and his

Gerald received his MA in political science
Lawrence E. Fleming, Feb. 5, 1999, in

Covina, CA, after a year-and-a-halfbattle
with colon cancer. "Mick," as he was long
known, graduated from Loyola High

Paul Geare, May 13 , 1999 · He was a

dentist by profession and a resident of
Arcadia, CA.

School in L.A. and after matriculating as a
member of the SCU class of 1943, served
in the Navy, eventually graduating from
Loyola University. He formed a paving

Northern Illinois University. In the 1960s,

staff to conduct a study of personnel and
management problems in government
agencies . Gerald was an early leader of the
Peace Corps, serving as a special assistant to

company, LEELCO Inc . , from which he
retired in 1992. He was an avid golfer and

the director in charge of training volunteers in the Far East and Southeast Asia.
Most recently, he was president and CEO

Santa Clara alumni reunions.

44 Dr. Robert Leake, June

PhD in public administration from

he joined President John F. Kennedy's

bridge player and particularly enjoyed

41

Gerald Bush, July 20, 1999, in San

of the Saybrook Graduate School and
Research Center in San Francisco, and in

II, 1999, of

heart failure in Sacramento, CA. Robert

1984 he joined Brandeis University's
Heller Graduate School as human services

attended the University of St. Louis
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management professor and director of the
employee benefits program. An art collector, he served on the board of the School
of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston and
the Rose Museum at Brandeis University.
He also served as the chairman of the
National Head Injury Foundation after
one of his sons suffered a brain injury.

58 John R. Heaphy, Sept. 17, 1999, in
San Francisco, CA. John attended
Bellarmine College Prep. and served in the
Army overseas before studying at Santa
Clara. He worked in radio, advertising,
and television, and spent the last seven
years of his life as a teacher, department
director, and communication director at
the Academy of Art College in San
Francisco.

Date Chapter

70 Kathleen (Daze) Sigman, Nov. 21,

in Los Gatos, CA, from colon cancer.
Frank was born in Gilroy on a ranch where
his family grew prunes. He put himself
through college and a master's program in

2
3
5

Keep Santa Clara Magazine coming to
Herbert Douglass MBA, Aug. 29, 1998,

your home.

If you're relocating to a

electrical engineering at SCU by working at
the Sunsweet packing plant in Campbell,
and in 1960 went to work for IBM, beginning a nearly 40-year career in the diskdrive industry. Frank eventually held 44
patents, including one for the 1971 electronic tachometer, which is still in use in.
virtually all disk drives today. He worked as
chief engineer at Information Storage
Systems, established one of the appliedresearch centers at Memorex, the recording
technology center, and served as an adjunct
professor at SCU's Institute for Information Storage Technology. The University
honored him with a Distinguished
Engineering Alumni Award in 1993 ·

65

71 Edward Neil MBA, july 23,1999.
75 Frank Enright, Aug. 24, 1999, from a

let us know. This

forwarding postage while helping you
stay informed.

name, first/maiden or middle/last

play semi-professional baseball in Italy and
South Mrica, where he met his wife,
Maureen. Frank was a la,vyer for 27 years

classyear

in Stockton, CA, after graduating from
McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento.
He was involved in youth sports as a little

home address

in Cupertino, CA. David was director of
customs and property tax \vith National

2000

San Jose
Phoenix
Portland
Sacramento
Spokane
Peninsula
San Diego
CP&E
Orange County
San Francisco
Portland
Alumni Association
los Angeles
Santa Clara

First Friday Mass & lunch
President's Reception
Men's Basketball Pre-game Event
SCU Spaghetti Feed
Pre-game Social
Santa Clara Update
Post-work Reception
Post-holiday Reception
Santa Clara Sunday
Annual Economic Forecast
Santa Clara Update -lunch
S. California Alumni leadership Meeting
Post-basketball Game Social (lMU)
Orange Bowl Team 50th Reunion Dinner

Frank Healey '57
Will Auther '89
Rick Allen '80
Mark & Nancy Ferro '80
Joe Tombari '87
Rose Freeman '97
Joe Pacula '89
Bill lamb '72 MA '88
Shannon Nally '86
Mike Conn '90
Rick Allen '80
Michelle Mullin '88
David Bence '71
Alumni Office

408-257-3624
602-279-1658
503·226-1320
916-487-9759
509-926-8439
650-558-1701
858-655-5619
408-746-7553
949-494-4866
415-921-3583
503-226-1320
408·554·6800
310-543-4623
408-554-6800

6
10
12
12
16

703-979·7281
650-558-1701
408-559-4660
408-554-6921
408-280-2406
209-392-2204
510-465·7100
408-554-6985
619-455-1515
415-921-3583

e-mail address

18
19
19
20

Santa Clara
Santa Clara
Santa Clara
Santa Clara

Sr. Parent Weekend- Class Video Reception
Sr. Parent Weekend - Back to the Classroom
Sr. Parent Weekend - Dinner Dance
Sr. Parent Weekend- Brunch

Alumni Office
Alumni Office
Alumni Office
Alumni Office

408-554-6800
408-554-6800
408-554-6800
408-554-6800

empl'!Yer name

24
Seattle
25-27 Santa Clara
27
History

Post-work Reception
SCU Alumni Retreat
History Department Alumni Dinner

Jorge Sevilla '92
Victor Valdez '84
Alumni Office

206-527-9443
408-554-6856
408-554-6800

area code &: home phone

Patrick Hu MBA, june 9, 1999, after a

battle with cancer. Born in China, Patrick
He earned his undergraduate degree from
Princeton University and a master's degree
addition to a MBA from Santa Clara. Most

3
4

David Popalisky will present a spirited investigation of Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland. Mayer
Theatre, 8 p.m., except Feb. 13, 7 p .m . $8-$!1~.

Art Exhibits
Unless noted, exhibits are free and in the de Saisset
Museum. Open Tuesd'!Y through Sund'!)', 11 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Cal/1 - 408-554-4528. Closed Dec. 11 - Jan. 3, 2000.
Jan. 4-March 19. 2000- Nature Speaks: Installations
by Deborah Kennedy. Local artist and educator

3

Alto Chamber Orchestra.
area code &. office phone
II, 1999,

in Chicago, IL, of malignant melanoma .
e-mail address

of Chicago's Divinity School.
Return this form and your old address

Editor, Santa Clara Magazine
Donohoe Alumni House
Santa Clara University

Interested in working at Santa Clara

Santa Clara, CA 95053-1505

University? Check out the employment

Or e-mail <AlumUpdate@scu.edu>.

nature, the environment, and technology.

Through December 1, 2000 - The One Chosen: Images
of Christ In Recent New York Art. An exhibit offering contemporary views of Christ by Barry X Ball,
Rene Cox, and other prominent New York artists.

Through December 1, 2000 - Paintings by Joseph
Thomas, S.J. Ten recent paintings of Fr. Thomas,

who teaches in SCU' s Art and Art History
department, will be on view.

Special Events
Dec. 5, 1999- Mlsa Guadalupana. Teatro Corazon of
Sacred Heart Parish will present "La Virgen del
Guadalupe." Mission Church, Bilingual Mass, 2

ci!Jistate/zip

He was an active volunteer with the Palo

jOB OPPORTUNITIES

Fran Atlas-Lara . Dance Program Coordinator

Tepeyac, The Apparitions of Our Lady of

recently, he was director of Asia/Pacific

She was a graduate student at the University

7 p.m. and 9 p.m. $5 .

lation illustrates new ways of thinking about

Brian MacDonald '90
Rose Freeman '97
Gary Shara '67 JD '70
Bronco Bench
John Doherty '91
Janet Miller '69 MA '90
Tim Mcinerny '83
Karrie Grasser '70
Jim Spain '74
Mike Conn '90

Joaquin Stars baseball team.

94 Victoria "Tori" Waters, Aug.

Mayer Theatre, Center of Performing Arts, 8 p.m.,
except Dec. 3,

Deborah Kennedy's large-scale interactive instal-

5

Operations for Sun Microsystems Federal.

Dec. 2-3, 1999- Choreographers Gallery. Student
choreographers present dance works in progress .

Feb. 11·13, 2000- Images 2000: A Dance Concert.

Santa Clara Update
Post-work Reception
First Friday Mass & lunch
Bronco Bench Calamari Cookout
Men's Basketball Pre-game Event
Ministry in the 21st Century Dinner
Men's Post-basketball Game Social
Golden Circle
Men's Pre-basketball Game Social (USD)
Post-game Social (USF)

label from the back cover to:

David Perry Phipps MBA, May 3, 1998,

13
13
15
15
20
20
21
23
26
28
28
28
29

5

in electrical engineering from Stanford in

2D6-527-9443
408-257-3624
303-937-1000
916-485-2306
602-279-1658

Washington, DC
Peninsula
San Jose
Santa Clara
San Jose
Pastoral Ministries
East Bay
President's Club
San Diego
San Francisco

Mavericks basketball team and the San

was raised in Hong Kong and California.

Jorge Sevilla '92
Frank Healey '57
Paul Newland '78
Dave Curry '83
Will Auther '89

Directed by Theatre and Dance faculty member

7

2
ci!Jistote/zip

as a rear admiral of the U.S. Navy.

68

Theatre and Dance

apt.#

served on the YMCA board of directors.
He was co-founder of the Stockton

Post-work Holiday Party
First Friday Mass & lunch
Santa Clara Sunday Mass & Brunch
Santa Clara Christmas Party
Men's Basketball Pre-game Event

JANUARY

will save the magazine

heart attack. While at SCU, Frank played
baseball and football. He then went on to

Richard W. Peterson MBA; April 14,

1999, in Fairfield, CA. Richard was retired

7
21

Seattle
San Jose
Denver
Sacramento
Phoenix

new home , city, state, or country,

in Santa Clara, CA.

75

Phone

Call M(J)Ier Theatre Box Office, 1-408-554-4015.

husband, Michael '70.

league baseball and basketball coach and

60 Frank Sordello MS '66,June 6, 1999,

Contact

A MOVING EXPERIENCE

1998, in San Diego. Survivors include her

71

Event

\ComingAttractions\

3
4
5
11
11
11
15
17
17
19

22
23
23
23
25
26
30

Santa Cruz
CP&E
San Jose
San Jose
Palm Desert
Alumni Assoc.
Alumni Assoc.
Santa Clara
San Francisco
Fresno
Sacramento
Santa Clara
East Bay
San Francisco
San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
Portland
los Angeles

Winter luncheon
Annual Alumni Reception
First Friday Mass & lunch
Community Service Project
Santa Clara Sunday
National Board of Directors Meetings
Chapter Workshop
Annuallgnatian Award luncheon
Spring Ouarterly luncheon
St. Patrick's Day luncheon
St. Patrick's Day luncheon
University's 149th FOUNDERS DAY
Santa Clara Update
Post-work Reception
Post-work Reception
SCU Night with the Gulls
SCU Day of Service
Santa Clara Sunday
Santa Claran of the Year Dinner

Bob Semas '67
Barbara Simmons MA '83
Gary Shara '67 JD '70
Creaghe Gordon '54
Tom Bannan '58
Alumni Office
Alumni Office
Alumni Office
Mike Conn '90
Jim Donovan '72
Jim Schiavenza '71 JD '74

831-462-7574
408-554-4355
408·559-4660
408-266-2672
760-341-3465
408-554-6800
408-554-6800
408-554·6800
415-921·3583
209-834-3163
916-441-2487

p.m. Free. Call Laurie Laird, I- 408 - 554-5013.
Jan. 2, 2000 - Alumillennium. Graduates of the
SCU Department of Art and Art History exhibit
their current work. Art Department Gallery,

Monday through Friday, 9 a.m . -5 p.m. Free.
Call Gratia Rankin, I- 408-554 - 4594 ·
Feb. 5, 2000- Bronco Bench Calamari Cookout. Pregame social before SCU vs. St. Mary's basketball
game. Benson Center Williman Room, 5 - 7 p.m.

Cost TBA. CallAnny Madden, 1-408- 554-4050.

Dave Tripaldi '65
Mike Conn '90
Joe Pacula '89
Sean Saadeh '95
Alan Cole '94
Rick Allen '80
David Bence '71

510-284·7352
415-921-3583
858-655-5619
619-224-4171 x387
858-483-0497
503-226-1320
310-543-4623

Feb. 6, 2000 - Religion & Spirituality: Strangers,
Rivals or Partners. Speaker Sandra M. Schneiders,
I.H .M., will examine what, if any, relationship
exists or should exist betvveen religion and spiritu-

ality and what the implications might be.
Sponsored by the Bannan Institute and the
Religious Studies Department. Recital Hall ,

Web site at <www.scu.edu/hr>.

¥* invite all alumni, families, and fi"iends to participate in these events. Please note that this is a preliminary schedule. Call Donohoe Alumni House for confirmation and details. You m~ make reservations
~phone (408-554-68oo);jax (408-554-2155); or e-mail <AlumUpdate@scu.edu>.

SemiConductor Group in Santa Clara.

Center for Performing Arts, 8- 9,30 p.m. Free.
Call Vicky Gonzalez, I-408 -554 -4547.
Feb. 18, 2000 -Counseling Psychology and Education
Open House. Faculty, administrative staff, and

34
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I C omingAttractions I

prospective students' questions abo ut programs in

f eb. 2 2·24, 2000 - Information Technology

MBA Admissions

current students wi ll be availab le to answer

Leadership Program. Sp ecifically des igned for

tional Adm i nistration, Teacher Education , and

Dec. 8, 1999 • Open House.
Jan. 26, 2000 • Open House.
feb. 23, 2000 - Open House.

Special Education. Adobe Lodge , 6-8 p.m.

Presentation by th e associate dean describing

Counseling, Ma rr iage, Family Therapy, Educa-

Free. Call r - 408-544 - 4355·

senior info rmation tech nology professionals to
help develop essential management skills.

Catala Club

the MBA program an d ex plaining th e admissions process, fo llowed by

Markkula Center for Applied Ethics
Seminar Series

Q&

For membership inquiries, call La Rue Teilh, 1- 408 -

A. Adobe

Lodge , 6-8 p.m. Free. Call MBA Adm ission,

251 -7259· For reservations, call Marge Valente, 1- 408 -

1-.j.08- 554 - 4500.

292 - 7556.

Ca ll l-4-08-554- - 5319 or e-mail Philip Kain <pkain@

Dec. 15, 1999- Christmas Meeting and Lu ncheon.

MBA Alumni Association

scu.edu>.
Jan. 6, 2000 - Moral Unive rsals in Moral Relativism.
G il bert Harman, professo r of ph ilosophy,
Pri nceton University. Benson Center Willi man

Room, 7 p.m . Free.

Acknowledging former presidents of the Catala

Jan. 20, 2000 - 30th Annual Economic forecast.
Professor Mario Belotti and guests. Benson

Club . Benson Center Williman Room, II :30 a.m .

$14.50.

Center, 4 p.m . $45. Ca ll r-408 - 554-5451 for
Jan. 19, 2000 · Meeting and Luncheon. La Rinconada

reservations .

Country C lub, Los Gatos, 11 a.m. $25.

feb. 3, 2000 - Do We Need Ethical Princ iples ? Richard
Rorty, professor of comparative Hteratw·e , Stanford

Un iversity. Music Recital Hall, 7 p.m. Free.

Jan. 28, 2000 - 32nd Annual Cra b f east. All - youcan-eat crab buffet dinner. Door prizes. Mayer

Theatre, 8 p .m. $49. Special pricing for tab les of

feb. 16, 2000 • Day of Recollection/Mini Retreat. Mass,
Miss ion Church with Will iam]. Rewak, S.J.,
presiding, 10,30 a .m., followed by luncheon and

8. Call 1-408-554- 5451.

m ini- re trea t, conducted by Peter Filice, S.J .,

Law Admissions

Benson Center W ill i man Room.

Business Breakfast Briefings

All events are free . Call Jeanette Leach or Nanette Cannon,

EarJy morning forums presented fry the MBA Alumni Associa-

1-408 -554-5048.

tion and sponsored fry Sun Micro9stems are lteld in Adobe

Music and Dance

Jan. 20, 2000 - Open House lor Part-time Applicants.

Lodge, 7,30 a.m. Cal/1-408 - 554-5451 for single and

Call Music Department, 1-408 -554-4428. Unless noted,

A panel of students and members of the admis-

package prices or visit <ltttpJ lbusiness.sw.edu/MBA.alumni/>.

events will be in the Center of Peiforming Arts Recital Hall.

sions comm ittee will be available to answer ques-

tions. Location TBA, 6,30- 8,30 p.m.
feb. 19, 2000- Minority Law Day. Bannan Hall ,
room 127. TO a.m .- 2 p.m.

Programs subject to change.
Jan. 20, 2000 - Who's Got An Eye on You? Privacy on
the Internet . Eric Go ldman , Cooley, Godward LLP.

Dec. 1, 1999- Music at Noon Series. SCU music stu-

$25; $20 for students.

dents offer their best instrumental and vocal works.

Feb. 17 , 2000 - Media, Money and Silicon Valley

Dec. 2, 1999 - Music at Noon Series. The SCU

March 18, 2000 - The Law School Experience. Bannan

Business. KTVU Bu siness Reporter Brian

C lassical Guitar Ensemble and students from the

Hall , room 127, T-4 p.m .

Ban miller. $25 ; $20 for students.

World Music Lab per fo r m.
Dec. 3, 1999- Music at Noon Series. SCU piano stu-

Executive Development Center

Law Alumni
Call Mary Miller at 1-408-554-5473.
Dec. 15, 1999- Swearing-in Ceremony. A receptio n to

dents present selected works.

Unless otherwise noted, call John Blumenson for cost, time,

and place, 1- 408 - 554-4906.

Jan. 5, 12, 19, and 26, 2000 - Music at Noon Series.
Jan. 22, 2000 - Piano and Voice Concert. SCU music

celebrate the admission of Santa C lara g raduates

Dec. 7·9, 1999 - Electronic Data Interchange Seminar.

facu lty Jeana Ogren, piano, Lillian Crammer and

to the State Bar . Ceremony, 5 - 5,30 p.m. Mission

Providing inten sive , hands-o n, practical, and

Nancy Wait-KI·omm, voice , will present a concert

Church; reception 5,30 -7 p.m. , Benson Center

application-oriented subject matter on the elec-

of enchanting mus ic. Time, TBA. General , $8;

Market Square. Free to SCU Law Alumni, $ 15,

tronic exchange of business documents.

faculty & staff, $5; students, $3.

non - alums .

Dec. 13, 1999 - SCU family Business forum: Second

feb. 2, 9, 16, and 23, 2000 - Music at Noon Series.

Jan. 6, 2000 - A Tasting of California Champagne. In

Annual Sympos ium. A full -day symposium featuring

conjunct ion with the Association of Amer ican

case studies on best family business management

Law Schools Annual Meeting. Washington , DC ,

pract ices. Call Marie-J ea nnejuilland, 1-408-

6 ,30-8,30 p .m. Free .

554-5305.

Jan. 29, 2000 - Law Career Day. Introduction to Bay

Dec. 14, 1999 - SCU Consortium on Executive
Education Presents: David Ulrich on Results -Based

presen tations and table talk networking to meet

Leadership. David U lric h wi ll exp lore who will be

9a.m. - 12 :30

Calljan So la, 1-408-554-2344·

feb. 25, 2000- Board of Visitors Meeting. School of

feb. 7· 11, 2000 - SCU/ American Electronics

facu lty member All is Druffl e, soprano, accompanied by Dr. Rebecca Edwar ds, piano , wi ll presen t
a concert of Irish folk music , Italian art song, and

ot h er favorites. 5 p .m. General, $8; faculty &
staff, $5; students, $3.

Law Advisory Board's annual meeting to d iscuss

Association Manag ement Development Program.

academic and financial goals with the dean and law

Designed for manage rs from high - tech companies

facu lty. Ban nan H all , 3 p.m.

seeking the essential business and management

feb. 25, 2000 - Owens Lawyer of the Year Dinner.

skills to be effective in today's changing business

feb. 12, 2000 - Student Recital. Graduating music
major Teresa Lim will present her final SCU performance . 4 p . m . Free.

feb. 27, 2000- Student Recital. Graduating music

envi ronment.

major Linus Lau will present an original opera as

dinner, 5:30 - 8 p.m., Benson Center W ill iman
Room.

music concert. T i me TBA. General, $8; facu lty

feb. 6, 2000- faculty Voice Recital. SCU music

the leade rs to grow our business in the future .

p.m. Call Skip Horne, 1-408-554-5492 . Free.

For members of the Owens C lub , reception and

ulty member Deborah Lambe 1·t wi ll present a

and staff, $5; students, $3 .

Area law firms for first -year law students with panel

attorneys. Ben son Center Parlors ,

feb. 5, 2 000 - faculty Voice Recital. SCU voice fac-

For calendar updates, see: <www.scu/edu/news >.
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his fina l SCU student production. 7,30 p.m. Free.

The de Saisset's hours are Tuesday through Sunday, 11 a . m .- 4 p.m . The museum is closed Monday .

